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@ I)ANIEL G. KYLE, PII.D., CPA, CFF. LEGISI.ATIVE AUDITOR 
OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR STATE OF LOUISIANA BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA 70804-9397 
November 14, 1997 

The Honorable Randy L. Ewing, President of the Senate The t]onorable lt. B. "Hunt" Downer, Jr. Speaker of the House of Representatives Deay Senator Ewing and Representative Downer: 

1600NORTFI TnlRI) ~1RI I I POST OFFICE BOX q4~g7 TELEPHONE: (504) 33c) 3M<I FACSIMIIJ!: (504) 3~ ,~7,1 

This report gives the results of our performance audit of the Department of Economic Development and its related boards, commissions, and like entities. The audit was conducted under provisions of Title 24 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950, as amended. In addition, this audit is one step toward meeting requirements of Act 1100 of 1995. 
The report represents our findings, conclusions, and recommendations. We have also identified matters for legislative consideration. Appendix C contains the department's response. Appendix D contains the Division of Administration, Office of Planning and Budget's response. I trust that this report will be of use to you in your legislative decision-making process. 

DGIUd 
Daniel G. Kyle, CPA, CFE Legislative Auditor 



Office of Legislative Auditor 
Executive Summary Performance Audit Department of Economic Development: Analysis of Program Authority and Performance Data 

The Department of Economic Development (DED) is the state's chief economic development agency. This department has 365 authorized positions and was appropriated over $53 million for fiscal year 1996-97. Our perfornranee audit of the department's program authoriW and performance data found that: * In the executive budget, file department is divided into six budget units. The only missions reported in the executive budget are for the budget units. The~e is no ow~rall mission in the exeeutiw~ budget for DED. Howew~r, the missions and goals, as presented in the executive budget, align with state law. * There are three potentially overlapping functions within DED that serve small businesses, Two cormnissions that arc not fitnded through DED, but arc affiliated with the department, appear to have potentially overlapping functions related to motor vehicle dealers. State law authorizes the Office of Commerce and Industry to operate two programs that are not functioning and appear to be outmoded Overall, the peffonlaance data reported in the 1996-97 executive budget for DED provide some useful information for decision making. Most of the performance data in the executive budget meet the established criteria. All of the missions meet the criteria. The goals, objectives, and performance indicators meet most of the criteria. However, Jess than one-third of the indicators measure progress toward the objective. This is mainly duc to non-measurable objectives. 

Daniel G. Kyle, Ph.D., CPA, CI"E, Legislative Auditor Phone No. (504) 339-3800 



Executive Slllllnlarv Page x 
Audit Initiation and Objectives 

Department Overview 

The Office of Legislative Auditor conducted this performance audit in response to certain requirements of Louisiana Revised Statute (R.S.) 24:522. This law requires us to evaluate the basic assumptions underlying all state agencies, programs, and services. The law also requires us to make annual recommendations relative to the effectiveness and efficiency of programs and services provided. To address these directives for the Department of Economic Development, we analyzed the program authority and performance data reported in the 1996-97 executive budget for the department. We also searched for programs thai may be potentially overlapping, duplicative, or outmoded. This report is one of a series of reporls on all major executive branch departments addressing the following objectives Determine if the department's missions and goals as reported in the fiscal year 1996-97 executive budget are consistent with legislative intent and legal authority Determine if the department's missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators as reported in tile fiscal year 1996-97 executive budget are consistent witb established criteria described in this 
l)etermine if the department's objectives and performance indicators as reported in the fiscal yem 1996-97 executive budget collectively provide usefiJ information for decision-making purposes Identify any programs, fimctions, and activities within the department that appear to be overlapping duplicative, or outmoded 

R.S. 36:101(A) creates the Department of Economic Development (DF.D). According to this law, the department is responsible for fostering the growth of industry and other commercial enterprises that will contribute to the overall improvement of the economy of the state. DED was appropriated 
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Missions and Goals Align With State Law 

over $53 million and authorized to have 365 positions for fiscal year 1996-97. The following offices are created by state law within the department: Executive Office of the Secretary (Office of the Secretary) Office of Management and Finance 
()ffice of Commerce and Industry Office of Financial Institutions Office of Policy and Research Office of Technology, Innovation and Modernization (See pages 18-28 of the report.) For budgetary, purposes, the department is divided into six budget units. The program information for the. Office of Management and Finance, Office of Commer~'.e and lndust .ry, Office of Policy and Research, and Office of Technology, Innovation and Modernization are included in the Office of the Secretary budget unit in the executive budget. (See pages 25-27 of the report.) 
Overall, DEI)'s missions and goals included the 1996-97 executive budget align with state law. The missions and goals reflect the inten! of the legislature. However, the department's overall mission, to increase economic opportunity for all Louisianians, is not included in the executive budget. All of the goals in the executive budget are explicitly stated, but this is not so for the missions. In some instances, the missions and goals are stated in the executive budget just as they are in state law. (See page 29 of the report.) 
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Potentially Overlapping Functions 

Potentially Outmoded Programs 

We identified three potentially overlapping fi, nctions within DED that serve, small businesses. The Office of Commerce and Industry, the Division of Econmically Disadvantaged Business, and the Louisiana Economic Development Corporation (LEDC) provide some type of assistance to small businesses. A detailed review would be necessary to determine if actual overlap exists. If indeed overlap does e>:ist among these entities, then the state is probably spending more than it should to provide services to small businesses. In addition, we found two commissions that are not funded through DED, but are affiliated with the department, appear to have potentially overlapping functions. The Louisiana Motor Vehicle Commission and the Louisiana Used Motor Vehicle and Parts Commission both perform functions related to motor vehicle dealers. As a result, the state may be spending more than is necessary to regulate the motor vehicle industry. (See pages 29-30 of the report.) 
We identified two DED programs that appear to be outmoded. State law authorizes these programs within the Office of Commerce and Industry, but the department does not currently operate them. The potentially outmoded programs are One-Stop Licensing and the Local Economic Development Support programs. According to a DED official, the {:)ne-Stop Licensing Program never received funding. In addition, the Local Economic Development Support Program has not received funding in 10 years. Consequently, these programs could be considered outmoded. (See pages 31-32 o[ the report.) Matters for Legislative Consideration 
2.1 The legislature may wish to consider reviewing Ibe following laws to determine if resources are or will be available to operate the following program. If not, the legislature may wish to abolish, amend, or transfer tlne responsibilities. 
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Analysis Conducted 

Results of Analyzing DED's Performance Data 

R.S. 36:108(F), which creates tile Office of Technology, hmovation and Modernization. 
2.2 The legislature may wish to repeal R.S. 51:961, which establishes the Local Economic Development Support Program since it has not been used for 10 years. 
2.3 The legislature may wish to consider combining the Louisiana Motor Vehicle Commission and the Louisiana Used Motor Vehicle and Parts Commission. 2.4 The legislature may wish to consider repealing R.S. 51:936.1 (One-Stop Lic.ensing Program) since the Department of State is currently performing this function. 
We analyzed DED's performance data thal are presented in the 1996-97 executive budget. We compare~J each mission, goal, objective, and performance indicator to a set of core criteria. We developed lhe core criteria using various sources, including Manageware and information provided by several program budgeting experts. (Seepage 34 of the report.) 
Overall, the performance data reported in the 1996-97 executive budget for DED provides some useful information. However, few of the objectives are measurable or timebound. It is impossible for the performance indicators associated with these non-measurable objectives to show whether progress is being made toward achieving the objectives. Missions. All of the missions meet the criteria. The overa department mission is not included in the executive budget. According to DED officials, the overall department mission is to increase economic opportunity for all Louisianians. The only 



Executive SummaD' 
missions reported in the executive budget for DED are for tbe six budget units. Three of the six DED offices are included in the executive budget as a budget unit. The remaining three offices are included within the Office of the Secretary's Administration Program. Goals. DED has 21 goals in the executive budget. Most of the goals are consistent with their mission and provide a sense of direction on how to address the mission. However, 12 of these goals lack a destination toward which the programs are striving. Objectives. DED has 32 objectives in the executive budget. Most of the objectives are consistent with their related goal. All of the objectives specify a desired end result. Nearly one- third of the objectives measure progress toward achieving the goal. Less than one-fifth of the objectives are timebound. Performance Indicators. DED has ] 20 performance indicators in the executive budget. We classified each indicator as input, output, outcome, efficiency, or explanatory/quality. Overall we found that the indicators meet most of the established criteria in Exhibit 3-1 : 36 of the indicators (30%) measure progress towal d the related objectives. I l 0 of the indicators (85%) are consistent with the related objectives. 108 of the indicators (83%) are easily understandable and non-technical. (See pages 35-63 of the report.) Recommendations 3.1 The department's mission should be included in the executive budget. 3.2 The department and OPB should work together to ensure that their objectives are measurable and timebound. 
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3.3 
3.4 
3.5 

The department and OPB should work together to ensurc that the indicators relate to the objective and that they measure progress toward achieving objectives. The department and OPB should work together to focus on including more outcome indicators in the budget for their programs. The department should develop and presen! performance data for the loan guarantee in tile Auxiliary Program. 



Chapter 1: Introduction 
Audit Initiation and Objectives 

Report Conclusions 

The Office of the Legislative Auditor conducted this performance audit of the executive budget program information for the Department: of Economic Development in response to certain requirements of Act 1100 of 1995. This act amended the state audit law by adding Louisiana Revised Statute (R.S.) 24:522, which created the Louisiana performance Audit Program. Although the legislative auditor has been conducting performance audits since 1986, R,S. 24:522 formalizes an overall performance audit program for the state. In addition to finding solutions to present fiscal problems, the legislature created the Performance Audit Program to identify and plan for the state's long-term needs. This report is one of a series of reports on all major executive branch departments addressing the following objectives Determine if the department's missions and goals as reported in the fiscal year 1996-97 executive budget are consistent with legislative intent and legal authority Determine if the department's missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators as reported in the fiscal year 1996-97 executive budget are consistent with established criteria Determine if the department's objectives and performance indicators as reported in the fiscal year 1996-97 executive budget collectively provide usefu information for decision-making purposes Identify any programs, functions, and activities within the department that appear to be overlapping, duplicative, or outmoded 

The Department of Economic Development (DED) is the state's chief economic development agency. DED is composed of six offices. This department has 365 authorized positions and was appropriated over $53 million for fiscal year 1996-97. 



Depal~menl of Economic Deve|opnlcnl 
There are five boards, commissions, or like entities thai function as part of/he department. Other boards and commissions are also affiliated with this department. 
The information in the 1996-97 executive budget for DED is divided into six budget units. Each budget unit has one or more programs. We found that DED's missions and goals, as presented in the 1996-97 executive budget, align with state law. We also found two commissions that are not funded through DED appear to have potentially overlapping fm~ctions. In acldflion, we found that stale law authorizes the Office of Commerce and Industry to operate two programs that are not functioning and could be considered outmoded. 
There is no overall department mission in the executive budget for DED. However, department officials stated that tile department's mission is to increase economic opportunity for all Louisianians. 
Tile only missions reported in the executive budget are for the budget nnits. All of the missions identify the clients and purpose and they are organizationally acceptable. Three ofthe six DED offices are included as budget units. The remaining three offices are included within the Office of the Secretary's Administration Program. There are 21 goals in the executive budget for DED. Most of the goals are consistent with their mission and provide a sense of direction on how to address the mission. However, 12 of these goals lack a destination toward which the programs are striving. There are 32 objectives in the executive budget for DED. Most of the objectives are consistent with their related goal. All specify desired cud results, ltowever, only one-third of the objectives measure progress toward achieving the goal and less than one-fifth of the objectives are timebound. There are 120 performance indicators iu the 1996-97 executive budget for DED. We found thai: most of the indicators are consistent with the related objectives and are easily understandable. However, less than one-third of the indicators measure progress toward the objectives. This is mainly due to non-measurable objectives. We also found that 
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Accountability Initiatives 

while over 40% of tile indicators are output indicators, less than 20% of the indicators are outcome indicators. Most of the objectives and performance indicators provide some useful information for decision making. 
Article X1V, Section 6 of the 1974 Louisiana Constitution reorganized the executive branch into 20 departments. State law says that the structure of the executive branch of state government is to, in part, promote economy and efficiency in the operation and management ofstategovernment. Since the reorganization, additional efforts have been undertaken to elirninate duplicative, overlapping, and outmoded programs and activities. Some of these efforts require internal reviews of programs, policies, and services of state agencies while others provide for external reviews. R.S. 24:522 requires the legislative auditor to annually make recommendations to the legislature relative, it, part, to the effectiveness and efficiency of programs and services that the various state agencies provide. In particular, it directs the auditor to evaluate the basic: assumptions underlying all state agencies, programs and services to assist the legislature in identifying those that are vital to the best interests of the peopk; of Louisiana and those that no longer meet that goal. The act also requires state agencies to produce certain information during the budgetary process. In July 1996, the Office of the Legislative Auditor issued a report that examined the performance and progress of Louisiana state government. That report followed up on all recommendations made in performance audits and staff studies issued by the legislative auditor during the previous three years. In that report, we tracked the progress of agencies in implementing recommendations contained in the performance studies and identified related legislation. We also identified a number of problem areas in state government including inadequate oversight and inadequate planning. As part of our continuing efforts to meet the requirements of R.S. 24:522, we have issued this report that examines the legal authority for the department's programs and services. This report also examines the program information contained in the fiscal year 1996-97 executive budget and builds on the need for better 
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Program Budgeting and Strategic Planning Focus on Outcomes 

planning. As previously mentioned, similar performance audit reports are to be issued on all other executive branch departments State law (R. S. 49:190 et seq.) also requires agencies to provide the legislature with certain information to justify their existence in order to continue. This is referred to as the sunset review process. This process allows the legislature an opportunity and mechanism to evaluate the operations of state statutory entities State law also requires an annual report by department undersecretaries on their department management and program analysis. These reports, required by the provisions of R.S. 36:8, are referred to as Act 160 reports, since Act 160 of the 1982 Regular Legislative Session originally enacted this law. This law requires agencies to conduct evaluations and analyses of programs, operations, and policies to improve the efficiency, economy, and effectiveness of the departments. Other performance legislation includes an accountability act for colleges trod universities. Also, various agency performance related reports are required Io be submitted with the agency budget request. One of these reports is referred to as the "Sunset Review Budget Request Supplement." 

Act 814 of lhe 1987 Regular Legislative Session required the state to adopt a program budgeting system beginning in fiscal year 1988-89. R.S. 39:36 requires the executive budget to be in a format that clearly presents and highlights the programs operated by state government. According to Manageware, a publication of the Division of Admirfistration's Office of Planning and Budget (OPB), program budgeting is a budget system that focuses on program objectives, achievements, and cost-effectiveness. Manageware also states that program budgeting is concerned with outcomes or results rather than with individual items of expenditure Strategic planning is a process that sets goals and objectives for the future and strategies for achieving those goals and objectives, with an emphasis on how best to use resources. Act 1465 of the 1997 Regular Legislative Session enacted R.S. 39:31. This law requires each state department to enlgage in the strategic planning process, produce a strategic plan, and submit it to the 
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commissioner of administration and the appropriate legislative oversight committees by July 1, 1998. Prograrn budgeting involves the development of missions, goals, objectives:, and performance indicators. These faclors are components of the strategic planning process. Exhibit 1-1 below shows how missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators relate to each other. As can be seen in this exhibit, the mission is the base from which goals are derived. Objectives flow from the goals, and performance indicators flow from the objectives. 

Exhibit 1-1 Major Components of the Strategic Planning Process 

Source: Prepared by legislative audilor's staffusing a similar diagram in Manageware. 
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Manageware defines these terms as follows Mission: a broad, comprehensive statement of the organization's purpose. The rnission identifies what the organization does and for whom it does it. Goals: the general end purposes toward which effort is directed. Goals show where the organization is going Objectives: specific and measurable targets for accomplishment. Objectives include a degree or type of change and a timetable for accomplishment 
Performance Indicators: the tools used to measure the performance of policies, programs, and plans. 

Furthermore, Manageware categorizes performance indicators into five types: 

2 

3 

4 

hrput indicators measure resource allocation and demand for services. Examples of input indicators are budget allocations and number of full-time equivalent employees. Ontpnt indicators measure the amount of products or services provided or the number of customers served. Exanaples of output indicators include the number of students enrolled in an adult education comse, the number of vaccinations given to children and the number of miles of roads resurfaced Outcome indicators measure results and assess progr~m impact and effectiveness. Examples of outcome indicators are the number of persons able to read and write after completing an adult education course and the change in the highway death rate. Outcome indicators are the most important performance measures because they show whether or not expected results are being achieved. Efficiency indicators measure productivity and cost-effectiveness. They reflect the cost of providing services or achieving results. Examples of efficiency indicators include the cost per student enrolled in an adult education course, the bed 
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occupancy rate at a hospital, and the average processing time for environmental permit applications. Quality indicators measure effectiveness in meeting the expectations of customers, stakeholders, and other groups. Examples of quality indicators include the number of defect-free reports compared to the number of reports produced, the accreditation of institutions or programs, and the number of customer complaints filed. Manageware also points out the benefits of program budgeting. According to Manageware, program budgeting streamlines the budget process. Manageware also says that program budgeting supports quality management by allowing managers more budgetary flexibility while maintaining accountability for the outcomes of programs. Since appropriations are made at the program level, program managers can more easily shift funds from one expenditure category to another to cover unanticipated needs, according to Manageware. The need for accountability in government operations is gaining recognition both domestically and internationally. According to a recent report issued by the United States General Accounting Office, the federal government is currently implementing the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993. This act requires agencies to set goals, measure performance, and report on their accomplishments. The report also cites several states including Florida, Oregon, Minnesota, Texas, and Virginia and foreign governments such as Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom that are also pursuing management reform initiatives and becoming more results-oriented In Louisiana, the 1996 general appropriation bill and resulting act included program descriptions for the first time. The 1997 general appropriation bill also includes key performance indicators. For fiscal year 1997-98, this information will be presented for informational purposes only. However, in the future, it will serve as a starting point for the full implementation of performance based budgeting. 

Beginning in fiscal year 1998-99 and all subsequent fiscal years, key objectives and key performance indicators contained in the General Appropriation Act will be included in the agency's appropriation. Each agency will be required to provide quarterly 
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Executive Budget Is Basis for General Appropriation Act 

performance progress reports. The agency's appropriation will be issued conditioned upon the agency preparing and submitting these reports. 
Article VII, Section 1 I(A) of the Louisiana Constitution requires the governor to submit a budget estimate to the legislature that sets forth the state expenditures for the next fiscal year. This budget estimate, the executive budget1, must include recommendations for appropriations from the state general fund, dedicated funds, and self-generated funds. R.S. 39:36 requires the executive budget to be configured in a format that clearly presents and highlights the programs operated by state government. This statute also requires the executive budget to include: 
(1) an outline of the agency's programmatic structure, which should include an itemization of all programs with a clear description of the objectives of each program; (2) a description of the activities that are intended to accomplish each objective; and (3) clearly defined indicators of the quantity and quality of performance of these activities. OPB develops the executive budget based on voluminous material contained in various documents prepared by the departments as part of their budget requests. The budget request packages are made up of six separate components, which are listed as follows. These packages contains both financial and program information. Operational plans describe the various programs within state agencies. They also give program missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators. Operational plans are derived from long- range strategic plans. Operational plans tell what 

J The governor also submits a capital outlay budget, ltowever, the scope of this audit includes only the executive budget. 
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portions of strategic plans will be addressed during a given operational period. Existing operating budgets describe the initial operating budgets as adjusted for actions taken by the Joint Legislative Committee on the Budget, the Interim Emergency Board, the legislature, and/or the governor Continuation budgets describe the level of funding for each budget unit that reflects the resources necessary to carry on all existing programs and functions at the current level of service in the ensuing fiscal year. These budget components include any adjustments necessary due to the increased cost of services or materials as a result of inflalion and increased workload requirements resulting from demographic or other changes. Continuation budgets contain program information. Technical/other adjustment packages allow for the transfer of programs or functions from certain agencies or departments to other agencies or departments, ttowever, total overall revenues and expenditures cannot be increased. The technical/other adjustment packages also contain program information. New or expanded service requests are designed to provide information about the cost of new and/or expanded services that departments will provide. These service changes can come about as a result of regulation or procedural changes that are/were controlled by the agency or by the addition of services that were not previously provided. The new or expanded service requests also contain program information. 
Total request summaries provide a cross-check of the total budget request document. These forms are designed to provide summaries of all the requested adjustments made to arrive at the total budget requests. 
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According to Manageware, the total budget request must be accompanied by the Sunset Review Budget Request Supplement (i.e., BRS forms). The BRS forms list all activities that a budget unit has been directed to administer (through legislatively authorized programs and acts of the legislature) for which no implementing funds were appropriated in the existing operating budget. The BRS forms must be submitted to OPB, the Legislative Fiscal Office, and the Joint Legislative Committee on the Budget. 
For the 1996-97 fiscal year, OPB prepared and published several volumes of a two-part executive budget using the departments' budget request packages. One part of the executive budget contains financial information, and the other part contains program information. The program information includes program descriptions, missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators related to the services and products of each department resulting from spending state revenues. According to R.S. 39:37, the governor must submit the executive budget to the Joint Legislative Committee on the Budget The governor must make a copy of the executive budget available to each member of the legislature. The constitution requires that the governor submit a general appropriation bill for proposed ordinary operating expenditures in conformity with the executive budget document that was submitted to the legislature. The general appropriation bill moves through the legislature similar to any other bill. The Appropriations Committee in the House of Representatives initially hears the bill and then it moves to the Senate Finance Committee. Both the House and Senate may amend the bill. The bill is voted upon in its final form by the full membership of both chambers. OPB monitors any amendments the legislature makes to tile bill. After the general appropriation bill passes the legislature, it is forwarded to the governor. Once the governor signs the bill, it becomes law in the form of the General Appropriation Act. After the governor signs the bill, OPB reports to the state departments any amendments made by the legislature. The state constitution allows the governor to veto any line item in the appropriation bill. A veto can be overridden by a two-thirds vote of the legislature. Exhibit 1-2 on the following page illustrates the executive budget and appropriation processes. 
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Exhibit 1-2 Executive Budget and Appropriation Processes Executive Bodeet Process AI}vronriation Process 

Departm ents submit total budget request packages to OPB. 
OPB processes budget requests and decides what to include in the executive budget. 
EXECUTIVE BUI)GET 
Executive budget submitted to Joint Legislative Committee on the Budge! and made available to each m em ber of the egislature. 

Governor submits genera appropriation bill. 

*The governor has line-item veto power. Source: Prepar~xl by legislative auditor's staffusing lhe stale constitution, stale law, Manageware, and House Legislative Services - Stole and Local Government in Louisiana: An Overview (December 1995). 
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Scope and Methodology Overview. This performance audit of the Department of Economic Development's program information was conducted under the proviskms of Title 24 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950, as amended. All performance audits are conducted in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards as promulgated by the Comptroller General of the United States. Work on this audit began in August 1996. This section provides a summary of the methodology used in this audit. Based on planning meetings held by legislative audit staff, we formulated audit objectives that would address issues specific to the program information contained in the executive budget. The audit focused on the 1996-97 executive budget program informalion. References Used. To familiarize ourselves with performance measurement, program budgeting, and accountability concepts, we reviewed various publications including the following Manageware published by the Office of Planning and Budget (1991 and 1996 editions) Research Report - Service Effi~rts and Accomplishments Reporting: Its Time Has Come An Overview published by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) (1990). Executive Guide: Effectively Implementing the Government l'erformance and Results Act published by the U.S. General Accounting Office 0une 1996) Various reports by the Canadian Comprehensive Auditing Foundation Reports from various states related to program budgeting and strategic planning These publications are listed in detail in Appendix A. We also conducted interviews with personnel of the Urban Institute, the federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB), and GASB. These individuals represent both the theoretical and practical sides of current performance measurement and accountability efforts. 

To gain an understanding of the state's budget process, we reviewed state laws regarding program budgeting. In addition, we interviewed staff of OPB and the Department of Economic Development regarding their budget processes. 
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developed criteria against which to compare the department's missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators as reported in the 1996-97 executive budget. To help develop these criteria, we gathered information from GASB, OMB, the Urban Institute, and Manageware. During our criteria development process, we obtained input from GASB. We also obtained concurrence from GASB on our final established criteria. We then compared the missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators to the established criteria. In addition, we evaluated the objectives and performance indicators to determine if they collectively provide useful information to decision makers. When deficiencies or other problems were identified, we discussed them with appropriate personnel of the department and OPB. We did not assess the validity or reliability of the performance indicators. A/though other documents contain performance data on the department, we only compared the missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators contained in the executive budget to the criteria. This decision was made because the executive budget is the culmination of OPB's review and refinement of the budget request components. It also represents the governor's official recommendation to the legislature for appropriations for the next fiscal year. Potential Overlapping, Duplicative, or Outmoded Areas. Finally, we reviewed the program descriptions and legal authority for the department's programs and related boards, 
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Areas for Further Study 

We did not conduct detailed audit work on the areas we identified as potentially overlapping, duplicative, or outmoded. We only identified them for further review at another time. 

During this audit, we identified the following areas that require further study: As previously mentioned, assessing the validity and reliahility of performance indicators was not within the scope of this audit. However, if the legislature intends to include performance indicators in future appropriation bills and acts, validity and reliability become increasingly important. Consequently, in the future, the legislature may wish to direct a study of the validity and reliability ot'performance indicators included in appropriation bills. The programs, functions, and activities that appear to be overlapping, duplicative, or outmoded should be assessed in more detail to determine whether they are truly overlapping, duplicative, or outmoded. Once these assessments are completed, the legislalure may decide whether any of these programs, functions, or activities should be altered, expanded, or eliminated. The availability of management information systems that can readily integrate data from a variety of 
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Report Organization 

sources is essential to a successful program budgeting system. Capturing accurate and meaningful performance data is important, in part, becanse of the increased emphasis the legislature is placing on program information. Therefore, the capabilities of the department's management infbnnation system as related to program data should be addressed. 

The remainder of this report is divided into the following chapters and appendixes: 
Chapter 2 describes the Department of Economic Development. This chapter gives the legal authority for the department and its programs as well as other information that describes the department and related boards and commissions. This chapter also compares the missions and goals of the department as reported in the 1996-97 executive budget to their legal authority. In addition, this chapter discusses programs, functions, and activities within the department that appear to be overlapping, duplicative, or outmoded, if any came to our attention Chapter 3 gives the results of' our comparison of the department's missions, goals, objectives, and performance indicators as reported in the 1996-97 executive budget to established criteria. In addition, this chapter discusses whether the objectives and performance indicators collectively provide useful information for decision-making purposes. Appendix A is a list of references used for this audit. Appendix B is a listing of boards, commissions, and like el~tities that we identified as being related to the department. 



 



Chapter 2: Department Overview 
Chapter Conclusions Tile Department of Economic Development (DED) is tile state's chief economie development agency. DED is composed of six offices. This department has 365 authorized positions and was appropriated over $53 million for fiscal year 1996-97. There are five boards, commissions, or like entities that function as part of the department. Other boards and commissions are also affiliated with this department. The information in the 1996-97 executive budget for DED is divided into six budget units. Each budget unit has one or more programs. DED's missions and goals, as presented in the 1996-97 executive budget, align with state law. In some iustances the missions and goals are staled in the executive budget just as they arc in state law. We determined that the missions were included in the executive budget, although they were uot labeled as missions. All of the goals are identified as such in the executive budget, Two commissions that are not funded through DED appear to have potentially overlapping functions. The Louisiana Motor Vehicle Commission and the Used Motor Vehicle and Parts Conmfission both perform functions related to new and used motor vehicle dealers. In addition, the Office of Commerce and ]udustry, the Division o|' Economically Disadvantaged Business, and the Louisiana Economic Development Corporation all provide some type of assistauce to small businesses that potentially overlaps. State law authorizes the Office of Commerce aud Industry to operate 1he One-Stop Licensing and the Local Economic Development Support Fund programs. However neither program is currently functioning and both couhl be considered outmoded. 



 

DED Promotes the Growth of Industry and Other Commerce in the State 

Department of EcoJ~omic DcvelopmcJ 
R.S. 36:101 (A) creates the Department of Economic Development (DED). According to this law, the department is responsible for fostering the growth of industry and other commercial enterprises that will contribute to lhe overall improvement of the economy of the state. R.S. 36:101 (C)(1) creates the following offices within the department: Executive Office of the Secretary (Office of the Secretary) Office of Management and Finance Office of Commerce and Industry Office of Financial Institutions Office of Policy and Research Office of Technology, Innovation and Modernization According to R.S. 36:107(A), each office within DED, except the Office of Management and Finance and the Otfice of the Secretary shall be under the immediate supervision and direction of an assistant secrelary. The governor, with Senate consent, appoints the assistant secretary for each office. Office of the Secretary. The secretary serves as the executive head and chief administrative officer of DED. The secretary is responsible for the policies of the depamnent and for the administration, control, and operation of the functions, programs, and affails of the department. In addition, the secretary is a principal advisor on economic matters to state government and is an ex officio member of a number of state boards and agencies that affect the state's economy. Office of Management and Finance. R.S. 36: 106(A) creates the position of undersecretary of the Office of Management and Finance. The undersecretary's responsibilities include accounting and budget control, procurement and contract management, data processing, management and program analysis, personnel management, and grants management for the department and all of its offices. 
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Office of Commerce and Industry. The Office of Commerce and Industry is the marketing arm of DED. According to R.S. 36:108(B), this office is to attract new industrial and business investments to Louisiana. The office can conduct national and international marketing and promotion and provide financial incentives for new investments. In addition, the office encourages and enables the development of export markets for products and services offered by Louisiana businesses. These functions are accomplished through the five divisions described in Exhibit 2-1 on page 20. According to department officials, since this study began some of the divisions described in Exhibit 2-1 on the following page have been re-named or combined with other divisions. The new division names are Business Incentives, National Marketing, International Marketing, International Trade, and Special Projects. 
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Exhibit 2-1 Functions of Office of Commerce and Industry Divisions Division Purpose Business Services Works with Louisiana businesses in the areas of stabilization, start-up, procurement, training, matchmaking and immvative processes such as technology transfer, manufacturing networks, modernization and total quality management Provides liaison between Louisiana businesses and local, state and federal agencies Conducts and promotes trade shows and exhibitions for Louisiana business and assists in organizing in-state workshops, conferences and seminars National Marketing Responsible fol "selling" I.ouisiana's advantages as a business, manufacturing and distribution location The domestic sales arm ofl)ED and organizes business recruitment inissions in cooperation with other developmenl organiTafions Prepares presentations and proposals, escorts site-inspection teams and responds to inquiries generated by DED's advertising program Financial Incentives ~ Administers business tax incentives, including processing applications for tax incentives and maintaining tax exemption contracts and records Inspects tax exempt facilities to verify they are complying with the rules and regulations covering tax exemption matlers ~ Provides administrative support to the BoaJd of Commerce and Industry l'2xport Trade ~ 1 ]elps Louisiana companies export Louisiaua-made goods and services ~ Conducts seminars on export trade opportunities and procedures ~ Plans and manages trade development missions, alert companies to international trade shows and conferences, and provide support to Louisiana organizations involved in the promotion of international trade ~ Ananges meetings and appointments between Louisiana finns and foreign buyels Represents l.ouisiana companies at overseas trade events and oollects and dissenlinates trade leads ~ Manages lhe Louisiana office in Mexico City International ]nveshnenl ~ Responsible for attracting foreign business investment and manufacturing facilities to Louisiana ~ Identifies foreign prospects for investment in the state and markets the advantage of locating to Louisiana ~ PJepares industry recruitment missions to target countries and inspection tours of potential Louisiana sites fol foreign investors ~ Ihepares presentations on Louisiana's investment potential fol foreign investors ~ Manages contract offices in Europe and Taiwan Source: l~repared by legis]afive auditor's staff" using information received from the Department of Econonlic Deveh)pnlent 
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Office of Financial Institutions. The Office of Financial Institutions, according to R.S. 36:108(C), performs the time|ions and executes the laws that regulate state banking associations, savings banks, trust companies, and homestead and building and loan associations. This office has three divisions: Depository Institutions, Non-Depository, and Securities. A deputy commissioner oversees the Depository and Non-Depository (consumer services) divisions and a second deputy commissioner oversees the Securities Division. The commissioner of financial institutions serves as the assistant secretary. The governor appoints the commissioner of financial institutions. Exbibit 2-2 below describes the responsibilities of each division. 

Exhibit 2-2 Office of Financial Institutions Divisions' Responsibilities Division Purpose Charters, supervises, and regulales federally Depository lustitulions insured state-chartered depository inslitulions and cerlain affilialed/relaled enrilies Licenses, supervises, and regulates l l Non-Depository Institutions programs Registers securities olTerings for sale to the Securities public and licenses broker-dealers, agents, and investmenl advisors Source: Prepared by lel,islativc auditor's staffusing information received from lhc l)epaRmenl of Economic I)evelopment. 
Office of Policy and Research. The Office of Policy and Research, according to R.S. 36:108(D), provides research necessary to support the work of the department and its offices. This office performs the following duties: Analyzes new economic development policy directions and assesses the effectiveness ore~isling policies for the department and for the governor Develops and maintains an economic information datahase and information network and performs analytical research Responsible for a leadership role in developing an ammal business plan for the department 
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Boards, Commissions, and Like Entities That Function Through DED 

Provides an information ombudsman service for Louisiana businesses and others requiring information about doing business in Louisiana Office of Technology, Innovation and Modernization. The Office of Technology, Innovation and Modernization, according to R S. 36:108(F), develops and implements new policies and programs. These policies and programs are designed to encourage and enable economic and industrial diversification through technology, innovation, and modernization. This office is the focal point for technology-driven economic development strategies. In addition, this office supports innovation and entrepreneursbip within the Louisiana economy and provides leadership in the modernization of existing Louisiana firms. According to DED staff, this office is not funded, but staff in the Office of the Secretary handle its functions. 
Boards, Commissions, and Like Entities. Five boards, commissions, and like entities function through DED. They are also included in the 1996-97 executive budget as a budget unit, a program or a function within a budget unit. Louisiana Economic Development Corporation (LE1)C). R.S. 51:2312(A) creates LEDC to serve as the single review board for all financial assistance grants, and investment programs administered by DED. These programs range from loan guarantees~participations to venture capital programs. Financial incentive programs administered by the Board of Commerce and Industry are excluded. Louisiana Music Commission (Music Commission). R.S. 25:315(A) creates the Louisiana Music Commission within the Office of Commerce and Industry. The purpose and function of this commission is to promote and develop popular commercial music and its related industry in Louisiana. 
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created the Louisiana Economic Development Council. This council will direc! policymaking and strategic planning for economic development in the state. According to this act, the council should formulate and submit a comprehensive strategic plan for economic development in Louisiana (to be known as the State Master Plan for Economic Development), by January 1, 1998. However, Act 54 of the 1997 Regular Legislative Session changed the submission date for the strategic plan to January 1, 1999. Once developed, the council will submit the plan to the governor and the legislature. In addition, this council will work with an advisory group in the Office of the Governor to provide direction and coordination on any measures that the legislature decides to pursue Appendix B contains more information on these and 18 other boards, commissions, and like entities that are associated wilh DED. Exhibit 2-3 on the following page shows the department's organization chart. 
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Exhibit 2-3 Department of Economic Development Organization Chart As of August 29, 1996 

(1) Programmalicnlly, these thrve erltitics function autonomously liom the departmc~l. However, the departmen{ is responsible for their managemenl and finance functions (2) No funding has been appropriated for this office. The director ofpolicy and plalming carries out the functions of this office. (3) Thc Board of Commcrcc and Industry functions through thc Office of Commerce and lndushT. Thc Music Commission functions autonomously but is budgeted through thc Office of Commerce and Industry. Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staffusing information received from the Dcparlmeut of Economic Development. 
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Page 25 
In the executiw." budget, DED is divided into the following six budget units: Office of the Secretary (05-251) Office of Commerce and Industry (05-252) Louisiana State Racing Commission (05-254) Office of Financial Institutions (05-255) Louisiana Economic Development Corporation (05-258) 6. Louisiana State Board of Cosmetology (05-259) As can be seen above, three of DED's six offices are included as budget units. The performance data for the remaining three offices are included in the Office of the Secretary, Administration Program. As Exhibit 2-4 on the following page shows, these three offices are the Office of Policy and Research, Office of Management and Finance, and the Office of Technology Innovation and Modernization. According to department officials, when program budgeting was initiated, the Division of Administration, Legislative Fiscal Office, other legislative staff, and DED staff decided what activities would be placed under the Administration Program. This group of officials determined that all of the activities under the Administration Program were administrative and support services. DED officials stated that the activities of the Office of Technology, hmovation and Modernization are included in this program because no funding is available for this office. As a result, department officials say that the Office of the Secretary is responsible for fulfilling the duties of the Office of Technology, Innovation and Modernization. There are other activities that are included in the Administration Program that are not administrative or support services. Tile Information Clearinghouse, Louisiana Economically Disadvantaged Business, and EconomicsAmerica programs are other activities that are included in the Administration Program. 
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Exhibit 2-4 1996-97 Executive Budget Structure of DED Budget Units Programs Office of(he Secretary (05-251) * Administration ~ Office of the Secretary ~ Office of Management and Finance ~ Office of Policy and Research ~ Office of Technology, Innovation and Modernization ~ Comm~mication ~ Small Business Bonding Assistaxtce ~ Auxiliary Office of Commerce and Industry ~ Business Recruitmcnl (05-252) ~ 1,ouisiana Music Coomlission Louis|aria state Racin~ Commission * Louisiana Slate Racing (05:254) Conllnission Office of Financial Institutions ~ Financial Institutions (0s-2ss) Louisiana EC0nomic Development ) Capital Accessibility Corporaiion (05'258) Louisiana State Board of ~ Louisiana State Board of Cosmetology (05-259) Cosmclology Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staff using the 1996-97 executive budget. 

RS. 51:935 establishes DED as the state's economic development inforrnalion clearinghouse. It also mandates the department to formulate a master plan for its implementation. The Information Clearinghouse is the responsibility of the Office of Policy and Research. DED has submitted a master plan for implementation to the Senate Committee on Commerce and Consumer Protection and the House Commitlee on Commerce. 
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Expenditures and Staffing 

Act 29 of the 1996 First Extraordinar), Session placed the Louisiana Economically Disadvantaged Business Program in the Office of the Secretai2~. This program provides assistance and promotion for economically disadvantaged businesses to become competitive in a modern economy without regard to race or gender An economically disadvantaged business is a small business organized for profit and that performs a commercially useful function. At least 600 of this type of business must be owned and controlled by one ol more economically disadvantaged persons. 
According to the 1996-97 executive b~dget, EconomicsAmerica is a new activity in the Administration Program This project's goal is to provide Louisiana teachers with easily understa~dable instruction in useful economic concepts and analytical tools. In addition, this project is intended to improve teacher and school access to EconomicsAmerica instructional materials. The duration of the project is from July 1, 1996 1o June 30, 1997. 
DED was appropriated over $53 million for fiscal year 1996-97 and authorized to have 365 positions. Exhibit 2-5 on the following page shows department expenditures for fiscal year 1995- 96 and the recommended and appropriated amounts for fiscal yea1 1996-97. The exhibit also shows the number of authorized positions for each program 
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Exhibit 2-.5 Department of Economic Development Expenditures and Staffing Expenditures for Fiscal Year 1995-96, Recommended and Appropriated Amounts and Authorized Positions fur Fiscal Year 1996-97 
1995-96 (Actual) 1996-97 (Recommended) 1996-97 Authorized (Appropriated) Positions Office of Secretary 7~~~ ! ~i/!/~!ii~! ! ii:iQTi!!i~ ~> i Administralion $3,685,000 [ $4,382,654 I $4,983,7o5 I ,7 Communication 550,000 514,907 I 491 397 I Small Business Bonding Assistance 259,000 I 0 l N/AX I N/A Auxiliary 51,000 -" 2,094,961 2,094,961 ,, Subtotal $4,545,000 $6,992,522 ] $~,570,063 68 Office of Commerce and Industry Business Recruitment $4,307,000 ' $3,202,219 ~ $5,333,975 I 47 1,ouisiana Music Commission 134,000 i 0 148,626 [ 2 Subtotal $4,441,1100 I-- $3,202,219 ] $5,482,601 I 49 LouMana State Racing Commission ].ouisiana State Racing Commission $7,319,000 I $7.462.457 $7.956,057 I 77 Office of Financial lnstitu|lons ()ffice of Financial Institutions $6.392.000 [ $7,036,340 1 $7.029.896 I 132 Louisiana Economic Development Corporation Cap t~ 1Accesmbfllty 2 $11,464,000 I $I0,869,560 $23,369,560 I 9 Louisiana State Board of Cosmetology I,oui 4ana State Board of Cosmetology $947,000 [ $1.174.254 $1,174,254 30 Department Total $35,108,000 I'":'" $36.737.352 $53,582,431 I 365 1 Fox fiscal year 1996-97, this program was combined with tile newly created Economically Disadvantaged Business Program, which is included in the Adufinislrafion Program. 2 Tim amounts shown for LEDC represent total revenues. The total expenditures are $725,000 for fiscal ,,'car 1995-96. The remairlder was added to retained earnings. Source: Prepared by ~gis~ativ~ audi~r~ s s~a~ using the C~mprehen~ive Annua~ b~nancia~1~ep~rt (CA~ìR) Fisca Year 1995-96, Fiscal Year 1996-97 Executive Budget, and Fiscal Year 1996-97 General Fund Appropriations F, xeculive Summary. 
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M issions anti Goals Align With State Law 

Potenlially Overlapping Functions That Serve Small Businesses 

Page 29 
Overall, DED's missions and goals included the 1996-97 executive budget align with state law. The missions and goals reflect the intenl of the legislature. However, the department's overall mission, to increase economic opportunity for all Louisianians, is not included in the executive budget. All of the goals in the executive budget are explicitly stated, but this is not so for ~he missions. After meeting with department officials and the OPB analyst, we determined that the mission for each budget unit is included in the executive budget. However, the missions are not identified as such. In some instances, the missions and goals are stated in the executive budget just as they are in state law. 
We identified three potentially overlapping functions within DED that serve small businesses. However, we did not do any audit procedures to determine actual overlap among these functions. The three entities that perform these potentially overlapping functions are the Office of Commerce and Industry, the Division of Economically Disadvantaged Business, and the Louisiana Economic Development Corporation. As mentioned in Chapter 1, we defined overlap as instances where two or more programs appear to perform different activities or functions for the same or similar purposes. In accordance with state law, all three entities provide some type of assistance to small businesses as shown in Exhibit 2-6 on page 30. Although lhese entities perform different activities, they are all working toward developing and strengthening small businesses in Louisiana. Specifically, LEDC provides financial assistance for small- and medium-sized businesses while the other two entities provide other types of services. A detailed review would be necessary to determine if actual overlap exists, lfindeed overlap does exist among these entities, then the state is probably spending more than it should to provide services to small businesses. 
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unml mummm Exhibit 2-6 Potentially Overlapping Functions Within DED OffiCe of CommerCe DiVision 0f Econ0mieally Louisiana Economic and lndust~ Visad~aniag~d Business Development ? Corporation Functions per state ~ PJ'ovide services to tanall- ~ Provide developmental ~ ]SSUe glraralllees for law aud medium-sized assistance to economically economically businesses disadvantaged businesses disadvantaged and ~ Encourage and support other Louisiana tire startup of new small R.S. 51:1753(B)(3) based micro- businesses and the businesses; surall- growth and retention of and medium-sized existing Louisiana firms. businesses, arid disabled persons R.S. 36:10803) businesses R.S. 51:2312 Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staffusing Louisiana Revised Statutes. 

Two Commissions' Functions May Overlap 
Two commissions that are not funded through DED, but are affiliated with the department, appear to have potentially overlapping functions. The Louisiana Motor Vehicle Commission and the Louisiana Used Motor Vehicle and Parts Commission both perform functions related to motor vehicle dealers. First, both commissions license used motor vehicle dealers However, state law only requires a dealer to be licensed by one of the two commissions. This situation could cause confusion for those seeking a used motor vehicle dealer's license and for those seeking to lodge complaints against such types of dealers. Second, both commissions regulate shows where new and used motor vehicle dealers may offer motor vehicles for sale. For example, R.S. 32:1254(D) allows the Motor Vehicle Commission to authorize motor vehicle sales and shows at off-site locations under specific conditions. At the same time, RIS. 32:772(F)(8) allows the Used Motor Vehicle and Parts Commission to regulate trade shows at which new and used motor vehicles and other types of vehicles can be displayed, auctioned, or sold. As a result, the state may be spending more than is necessary to regulate this function. 
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organizations or a combination of such organizations According to a DED official, money from this program is lo be used for a particular project and cannot be used to fund the organization's operating cost. Therefore, this program may address some of the same issues that the Local Economic Development Support Program was intended to address. 
Matters for Legislative Consideration~ 2.1 The legislature may wish to consider reviewing the following laws to determine if resources are or will be available to operate the following program. If not, the legislature may wish to abolish, amend, or transfer the responsibilities. R.S. 36:108(F), which creates tile Office of Technology, Innovation and Modernization. 2.2 The legislature may wish to repeal R.S. 51:961, which establishes the Local Economic Development Support Program since it has not been used for 10 years. 2.3 The legislature may wish to consider combining the Louisiana Motor Vehicle Commission aud the Louisiana Used Motor Vehicle aud Parts Commission. 2.4 The legislature may wish to consider repealing R.S. 51:936.1 (One-Stop Licensing Program) since the Department of State is currently performing this function. 



Chapter 3" Analysis of Performance Data 
Chapter Conclusions There is no overall department mission in the executive budget for the Department of Economic Development (DED). However, department officials stated that the department's mission is to increase economic opportunity for all Louisianians. DED is divided into six budget units in the executive budget. The only missions repor{ed in the executive budget arc for the budget units. All of the missions identify the clients and purpose and they are organizationally acceptable. There are 21 goals in the executive budget for DED. Most of the goals are consistent with their mission and provide a sense of direction on how to address the mission. However, 12 of these goals lack a destination toward which the programs are striving. There are 32 objectives in the executive budget for DED. Most of the objectives are consistent with their related goal. All specify desired end results. However, only one-third of the objectives measure progress toward achieving the goal and less than one-fifth of the objectives are timebonnd. There are 120 performance indicators ill the 1996-97 executive budget |i)r DED. We found that most of the indicators are consistent with the related objectives and are easily understandable. However, less than one-third of the indicators measure progress toward the objectives. This is mainly due to non-measurable objectives. We also found that while over 40% of the indicators are output indicators, less than 20% of the indicators are outcome indicators. Most of the objectives and performance indicators provide some useful information for decision making. 
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__ Department ofEconomic Deve!opmen 
We analyzed DED's performance data lhat are presented in the 1996-97 executive budget. We compared each mission, goal, objective, and performance indicator to the established criteria in Exhibit 3-1. The results of our analysis are presented in the remainder of this chapter. 

Exhibit 3-1 Criteria Used to Evaluate the Fiscal Year 1996-97 Executive Budget Performance Data MISSION: A broad, comprehensive statement of purpose J Identifies overall purpose for the exislence of lhe organization, deparhnenl, office, inslitution, or program as established by constitution, stalule, or executive order .f Identifies clients/customers of the organization or external and internal users of the organizalion's products or services ~ / Organizationally acceptable GOAL: The general end purpose toward which effort is directed J Consistent wilh department, program, and office missions J Provides a sense of direction on how to addres,~; the mission; reflects the dcstinaliou toward which the entity is slriving OBJECTIVE: A specific and measurable target fi)r accomplishment ,/ Consistent with goals ./ Measurable J Timebound ,/ Specifies desired end result PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: Tool used to measure performance of policies, plans, and programs ~ / Measures progress toward objective or coutribates toward the overall measuremen| of progress toward objective ./ Consistent with objective ,./ Clear, easily understood, and non-technical Note: The criteria wele established based on input fiom Manageware, GASB the federal Office of Management and BudgeL and the Urban Institute. Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staffto show established crileria used to evaluate the department's performance dala. 
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Overview of Results of AnMyzing DED's Performance Data 

Overall, the performance data that are reported in the 1996- 97 executive budget for DED provides some useful information. However, few of the objectives are measurable or timebound. It is impossible for the performance indicators associated with these non-measurable objectives to show whether progress is being made toward achieving the objectives. Missions. Tile overall department mission is not included in the executive budget. According to DED officials, the overall department mission is to increase economic opportunity for all Louisianians. Missions are broad, comprehensive statements of purpose. This mission identifies DED's overall purpose and its customers. This mission is also organizationally acceptable. To be considered organizationally acceptable, the department must know what the mission is and agree with it. Without the overall mission in the executive budget, legislators and other executive budget users may not know the department's purpose or customers. The only missions reported in the executive budget for DEll are for the six budget units. As mentioned in Chapter 2, only three of the six DED offices are included in the executive budget as a budget unit. The remaining three offices are included within the Office of the Secretary's Administration Program. These three DED offices do not have missions reported in the executive budget. However, having a mission for each office or program is not a requirement. 
None of the missions that are included in the executive budget are identified as such, but they are all consistent with the department's overall mission. In addition, the budget unit missions identify the purpose and customers for the programs. We verified that the missions were organizationally acceptable by reviewing the department's operational plan. Goals. DED has 21 goals in the executive budget. Most of the goals are consistent with their mission and provide a sense of direction on how to address the mission. However, 12 of these goals lack a destination toward which the pro~,rams are striving. 1t is important to have goals that meet the criteria so managers will know the general end purpose toward which program efforts should be directed. Objeelives. DED has 32 objectives in the executive budget. Most of the objectives are consistent with their related goal. All of the objectives specify a desired end result. Nearly one third of the objectives measure progress toward achieving the goal 
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Less than one-fifth of the objectives are timebound. According to the OPB analysl for I)ED, the budget document covers a specific time frame and the information contained in it is applicable for the upcoming fiscal year. If objectives do not give a specific and measurable target for accomplishment, executive budget users and program managers may not be able to determine if objectives have been met. Performance Indicators. DED has 120 performance indicators in the executive budget. We classified each indicator as input, output, outcome, efficiency, or explanatory/quality. As stated in Chapter 1, outcome indicators are the most important performance measures because they show whether or not expected results are being achieved. About 18% of DED's indicators are outcome type. Over 40% of the indicators are output type. In some cases, the type of indicator is difficult to determine because it is unclear how the indicator relates to the objective. Performance indicators are used to measure performance of policies, plans, and programs. Indicators should measure progress or contribute toward tile overall measurement of progress toward objectives. Indicators should also be consistent with their objective and clear, easily understood, and non-technical. In addition, each indicator should be classified as input, output, outcome, efficiency or explanatory/qualily. Exhibit 3-2 on the following page gives the number of each indicator type for each budget unit. As shown in the exhibit, only the Office of Financial Institutions has no outcome indicators. Overall, we found that the following indicators meet most of the established criteria in Exhibit 3-1: 36 of the indicators (30%) measure progress toward the related objectives. 110 of the indicators (85%) are consistent wilb the related objectives. 108 of the indicators (83%) are easily understandable and non-technical. 
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Exhibit 3-2 Type of Performance Indicators by Budget Unit for DED ~!,~',iil !ii:~ i~' !' :~i~ r ~;i! i:/~ i : Not au Budget Unit Input 0a~~o,ae Quality Totui Indicator Office of the Secretary 0 8 6 3 0 17 5 O~ce of Colmnerce 14 11 10 8 0 43 5 and Industry Louisiana State Racing 7 8 3 1 0 19 0 Commission Office of Financial 7 19 0 5 0 31 0 Institutions Louisiana Economic Dcvclopment 0 2 ] 0 0 3 0 CorporationI l.ouisiana State Board 0 3 1 1 2 7 0 of Cosmetology Department Totals 28 5i ; !~~~~~21 i?i~ ii IISZ!~~ 2 120 10 ' Each indicator represents a set of related indicators (for details, see performance indicalors section on page 58). Note: In addition to lhe 120 indicalors presented above, we identified one piece of explanalory informalion within the Louisialla Slate Racing Commission Source: Prepared by legislative andilor's staff 
Most Office of the Secretary Performance Data Meet the Criteria 

In the executive budget, the following programs are ncluded in the Office of the Secretary: Administration Program Communications Program 
Small Business Bonding Assistance Program Auxiliary Program We analyzed the performance data for each of these programs Most of the performance data meet the criteria in Exhibit 3-1. Mission. The mission of the Office of the Secretary meets all the established criteria listed in Exhibit 3-1. This mission identifies this budget unit's overall purpose and its client and is organizationally acceptable. The mission is in Exhibit 3-3 on page 39. 
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Administration Program As mentioned in Chapter 2, the Administration Program contains performance data for the Office of the Secretary as well as three other offices. As a result, it is difficult to determine to which office the goals and objectives relate. For example, in Exhibit 3-3, Goal #6 for the Administration Program relates to the Office of Policy and Research, as does Objective #2. This situation has been partially corrected in the 1997-98 executive budget. Thus, it is clear as to which office the objectives relate but not the goals. Exhibit 3-3 lists the performance data fbr the Administration Program in the ()ffice of the Secretary. In addition, we have inserted the name of the appropriate office in italics along with the goal and objective in Exhibit 3-3. Goals. The executive budget contains six goals for the Administration Program. Each goal is consistent with its mission and provides a sense of direction on how to address the mission. Only Goal #1 reflects the destination toward which this program is striving. 
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Exhibit 3-.3 Adnfinistration Program's Performance Data Reported in the 1996-97 Executive Budget 

Office of the Secretary Budget Unit Missinn: To provide adnlinistrative leadership and departmental support services and encourage the develoomcnt of econonfic initiatives. Goals: 1. To provide leadership for file developnmnt and implernenlation 2. To provide support services to agency programs of an effective economic development policy for the state. (Office of Management and Finance) ((.Jffice of the Secretary) 3 Te provide tile highest quality legal assistance to department 4. 3'0 provide teclmical artd financial assistance to staff and regulatory assistance to department clients in a timely economically disadvantaged contractors and fashion. (Office of the Secretary) businesses. (Office of the Secretary) To develop and administer initiatives based on technology To provide infommtion and recoimnend policies development, deployment and innowdion. (Office of based on research and analysis~ (Office of Technology, hmovation and Modernization) Policy and Research) Objectives: Performance Indicators: I. Will continue to provide high quality human resources, fiscal, 1. Surveyed DED staffto determine satisfaction inl'omlation systems and procurement services to the with support selvices provided by the various l)e.partmcnt of Economic Development staff (Office of divisions within OMF Management and Finance) 2. Provided 65 in-house computer tiaining classes for 171 employees 3. Provided 19 in-house training classes in the areas of General Safety, Defensive Driving, and Drug-l:ree Workplace to 366 DEI) employees 4. OMF surveyed its DED customers and received a 96.7% satisfactory r~ttJng, up from a 91% rating in PY 1994-95 5. hnplemented a bar coding system lbr movable property Will serve as an information resource by continuing to maswer 1. hffonnation request answered 2,000 internal and external requests annually for relevant 2. Prospect requests economic development information, and by conducting at least 3. Specialized research conducted in a timely 115 specialized economic development research and analysis manner plqieets in a timely nlanner. (Office of Policy and Research) 4. Research consultations Will continue to provide timely and effective legal opinions 1. Percentage idgation backlog and litigation support. (Office of the Secretary) 2. Percentage itigation timely 3. Percentage egal opinion backlog 4. Percentage ega] opinion timely Will fi~nnulate and advocate fl~e adoption of itmovative public We determined that the inlbnnation presented as policy in the field of technology and will foster and promote ttle performance indicators for this objective in the pursuit of applied scientific research in areas that can executive budget are not true performance indicators contribute to the growlh and prosperity of the state. (Office of based on our criteria shown in Exhibit 3-1. 71"~chnology, Innovation and Modernization) 5. Will assist small economically disadvantaged I,ouisiana (New activity: did not analyze the proposed businesses to achieve optimal competitiveness in today's indicators presented in the executive budge0 economy. (Office of the Secretary) Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staffusing performance data fiom the 1996-97 executive budget. 
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Objectives. All five objectives are consistent with the goals and specify desired end results. However, none of these objectives are timebound, and only Objective #2 is measurable. Consequently, a user &the executive: budget may not know lhe desired level of performance or when the objective should be achieved. Each objective in the Adnlinistration Program also relates to an office that is included in this program. Performance Indicators. The indicators for the Administration Program meet most of the criteria in Exhibit 3-I. The executive budget contains 13 performance indicators for the Administration Program All of the performance indicators are consistent with the related objectives and all but two are clear and easily understandable. Only 4 of the 13 performance indicators (31%) measure progress toward the objectives. The two indicators that are not clear and easily understandable: are associated with Objective #2. These two performance indicators are vague and it is hard to determine exactly what the indicator means. For example, according to Office of Policy and Research staff, Indicator #4 "research consultations" refers to someone contacting this office to do research. However, a legislator could misinterpret this indicator to mean that the office staff is initiating research. As a result, legislators could make misinformed budgetary decisions about this activity. The nine pmformance indicators that do not measure progress toward the objectives are associated with Objectives #1 and #3. These two objectives are not measurable; therefore, it is impossible for the indicators to show whether progress is being made toward achieving the objectives. The information presented as performance indicators for Objective #4 in the executive budget did not qualify as one of the types of indicators as defined in Chapter 1. The information presented in the executive budget simply lists job duties of the program; therefore, we concluded that these statements were not indicators. However, the OPB analyst views these statements as outputs of the department's efforts for this activity and stated that the indicators mark progress of the objective. Collectively, the objectives for the Administration Program tell the external user what the program is attempting to accomplish ttowever, only one of the five objectives for this program is measurable. Therefore, it is not possible for the indicators to show 
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whether progress is being made toward achieving the stated objectives. The results of our analysis of the Administration Program performance data are shown in Exhibit 3-4 below. 

Exhibit 3-4 Results of Comparing Administration Program's Performance Data to Established Criteria Goals ~ 6 of 6 are consistent with office mission ~ 6 of 6 provide t~ sense of direction ~ 1 of 6 reflects destination Objectives ~ 5 of 5 are consistent with goals ~ I of 5 is measurable ~ 0 of 5 is timebound ~ 5 of 5 specify an end result Performance ! ndieators ~ 4 of 13 measure progress toward the objective ~ 13 of 13 are consistent with l he objective " understoodare clear and easily Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staffusing results of comparing Administration Piograrn's performance data to criteria in Exhibit 3-1 
Communications Program 
Goals. The executive budget contains two goals for the Communications Program Both of these goals are consistent with the budget unit mission and provide a sense of direction on how to address this mission. Only Goal #1 reflects the destination toward which this program is striving. Exhibit 3-5 on the following page lists the goals and other performance data for the Communications Program. 
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Exhilfit 3-5 Communications Program's Performance Data Reported in the 1996-97 Executive Budget Goals: I. Tu direct tile dcpartlaent's advcnising program in support of the agency's mission of recruiting 1:icy; domestic and foreign business and industry. 2. To coordinate and plan tl~c department's public information activities. Objective: Will coordinate, plan, and produce media opportunities to pub]ieize Louisiana business programs and generate inquirics from business executives as wcll as provide support for staffdomestic and inlernalional nmrketing specialisls. 

Performance Indicators: 1. Nmnber of media opportunities generated 2. Number of domestic and international business inquiries 3. Cnsl per inquiry 4. Special promotional effnrts (Trade Shows, Conferences) Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's slaffusingperfonnance data from the ]996-97 Executive Budget. 
Objectives. The executive budget contains one objective for this program. The objective is consistent with the goals and specifies a desired end result, but it is not measurable or timebound The objective of this program provides informalion for an external user to determine what the program is attempting to accomplish. However, since the objective is not measurable, an external user would not know the targeted levels of performance for those accomplishments. Performance Indicators. The executive budget contains four performance indicators for this program. All four of the indicators are consistenl with the objective and three of the four are clear and easily understandable. Indicator #1 is not clear because it does not specify what is a media opportunity. Because the objective for this program is not measurable, it is not possible for the performance indicators to measure progress toward the objective. The results of our analysis of the Communications Program's performance data are shown in Exhibit 3-6 on the following page. 
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Exhibit 3-6 Results of Comparing Communications Program's Performance Data to Established: Criteria Goals ~ 2 of 2 are consistent with office mission ~ 2 of 2 provide a sense of direction ~ 1 of 2 reflects destination Objective ~ 1 of I is consistent with goals ~ 0 ofl is measurable ~ 0 ofl istimebound ~ 1 of I specifies an end result Performance ~ 0 of 4 measures progress toward the Indicators objective ~ 4 of 4 are consistent with the objective ~ 3 of 4 are clear and easily understood Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staffusing results of comparing Communicalions Program's performance data to criteria in Exhibit 3-1. 

Small Business Bonding Assistance Program The goal for the Small Business Bonding Assistance Program meets all of the criteria in Exhibit 3-1. According to the executive budget and the OPB analyst for DE[), during the preparation of the executive budget this program was being combined with the Economically Disadvantaged Business Program. Therefore, no objectives or indicators were included in the 1996-97 executive budget for this program. Auxiliary Program There is inadequate performance data in the executive budget for the Auxiliary Program. This program includes two activities: the Directory of Louisiana Manufacturers and a loan guarantee to the Alliance Compressor Plant in Natchitoches. These two activities are not related. The executive budget only includes two objectives for this program, one for each activity. These objectives do not show the outcomes of these activities. According to agency officials, the directories of Louisiana manufacturers are sold and the proceeds are put back into the program. No indicators are reported in the 1996-97 executive 
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Most Office of Commerce and Industry Performance Dala Meet the Criteria 

mcnS of Economic Dove 
budget to reflect the number of directories sold or the proceeds collected from this activity, tIowever, the 1997-O8 budget does show how many directories are expected to be sold. 
The loan guarantee is not a true program but rather a potential liability to the state. According to a DED official, the Alliance Compressor project did not qualify as a LEDC program. This loan guarantee commits the state to paying, offthe loan in the event the company defaults. According to the executive budget, this project will create 550 direct new jobs. However, no performance data are included that show whether any jobs have been created or an), other impact that the project has had on the state. According to DED staff, some data are collected from Alliance. Without any performance data, legislators do not know whether this project is a success, or whether there is a potential thal state funds will have to be used to cover outstanding obligations resulting from this project. 
In the executive budget, the Office of Commerce and lndustry includes two programs--the Business Recruitment Program and the Louisiana Music Commission. The performance data for these programs meet most of the criteria. The performance data for the Business Recruitment Program and the budget unit mission are in Exhibit 3-7 on page 46. 
Mission. The mission for the Office of" Commerce and Industry meets all the established criteria in Exhibit 3-1. This mission identifies the budget unit's overall purpose and its client and is organizationally acceptable. Business Recruitment Program Goals. The executive budget contains four goals for the Business Recruitment Program. Goals #1 and #2 directly relate to the divisions of the office that makeup the Business Recruitment Program. These goals meet most of the established criteria in Exhibit 3-1. The only exception is that Goal #2 does not reflect a destination. Therefore, these goals will provide legislators with some useful information. Goal #3 relates to the Louisiana Music Commission. ]'his goal is consistent with the mission and provides a sense of 
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direction. However, it does not reflect a destination. According to an official in the Office of Commerce and Industry, the Louisiana Music Commission is included in the office mission of expanding and starting business and industry. However, in the executive budget, the commission is a separate program. This goal should be included with the Louisiana Music Commission Program and not under the Business Recruitment Program. This structure could be misleading and suggests that the commission is receiving appropriations through both programs. Goal #4 relates to the function of the Red River Development Council. This goal is consistent with the mission and provides a sense of direction. However, it dows not reflect a destination. Objectives. Tile executive budget contains five objectives for the Business Recruitment Program. None of these objectives are timebound. As a result, legislators may not know when tile objectives should be achieved. All five objectives are consistent with the goals and specify a desired end result. Three are measurable. Generally, the objectives tell an external user what tile program is attempting to accomplish. Thus, a legislator could use the objectives collectively to make some informed decisions about the Business Recruitment Program. We did not identify an objective for the International Investment Division within this program. Therefore, an objective for this division needs to be added to provide legislators with complete information for the Business Recruitment Program. We have inserted the name ofthe appropriate division or activity in italics along with the goal in Exhibit 3-7. Performance Indicators. The indicators for the Business Recruitment Program meet most of the cfteria in Exhibit 3-1. The executive budget contains 43 performance indicators for this program. All of the indicators are consistent with the objective and all but six are clear and easily understandable. Over half of the performance indicators measure progress toward the objective. 
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Exhibit 3-7 Business Recruitment Program's Performance DataReported in the 1996-97 Executive Budget Office of Commerce and Industry Budget Unit Mission: Market~ l,ouisiana to out-of-state and international business, assists potential and existing ],ouisiana exporters, maintains foreign trade offices, administers tax exemption programs, and encourages and assists in the start-up and expansion of business and industry. Goals: I. To stimulate the creation of employment opporttmities throughout the state through domestic and international trade and itlvestmenl. To encourage and assist in the start-up of new business and industry. To promote the development and use of popular music ira Louisiana and related music industry To promote ecoltomic development in the Red River Basin and adjoining areas Objectives: Porformance Indicat ors: 1 Will induce 135 imtiai l. # offimls in targeted industries 6. # of prospect visits in-State p:qiect visits to investigalc 2 # of potential prospects wilh project 7. Introduce 1.,A companies 1o new investment opportunifies in 3. # ofpotenfialprospectspeIsonally business opporttufifies Louisiana (National contacted 8. hweshnents in dollars Adarketing Division) 4. # of companies visiting LA to explore 9. Cost per contacl made location opportunities 10. Budget allocation as a % of 5. # of positive location and expansion iovestmenl dollars attracted decisions 2. Will inlroduce 220 L LA firms seeking to enter or expand 5. /4 of trade opportunities developed ],ouisiana finns to trade foreign markets for LA companies by the trade opportunities. (t?aI~or~ 2. Finns reached divisions 7)'ade l)ivisiotO 3. Foreign finns in our target markets 6. Budget doltars divided by trade seeking mutually beneficial bade opportunifies developed opportmfities 7. Cost of generating $1.00 of sales Firms reached 3. Will continue to administer l. Total applications l 1. Administrative fee revenue all tax incentives to 2. Newpennmmotjobs 12. Applications received achicvc the results for 3. Construction jobs 13. Applications processed which they were d. hldustrial inspections 14. Advances ~eceived established. (lqnancial 5. Capital Investment 10 year applications 15. Affidavits received h~centives DiviMot0 6. Capitallnvestment-Allpmgrams 16. Costs per applicafion 7. Total contract renewals 17. % applicafions processedheccivcd 8. Total contract expirations 18. % inspections/affidavits 9. Finaacial incentives division staff- 19. Fee ~evcnue/applicafion 10. Financial incentives division expenses 4. Will provide assistance to I. # ofcomnmnities 5. # of newmarket opportunities 635 l,ouisiana resident 2. # of instances in wfiich corfmlmlities provided fear LA businesses businesses and industries requested major assistance from DED 6. # of existing and start-up altd 301 communities. 3. # of Louisiana businesses businesses assisted (]Yus#wss Seta,ices 4. # of companies enroned in Total Quality 7. # oftech lransfer opportunities 1)ivisio~O Management/lSO training provided 5. Will promote cconoInic We determined that file information presented as performance indicators for this development in the Red objective in the executive budget are not llale performance indicators hased on oul F, iver Basin and adjoining criteria shown m Exhibit 3-1 areas (Red RiverCouncil) Note: We did not identify an oblective to which the International Investment Division relates. Source: Prepared by lcgislative auditor's staffusingperfonnanc~:dala fromthe 1996-97 exeeutivebudget. 
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None of the; 19 indicators for Objective #3 measure progress toward the objective. Objective #3 is lacking a specific target measurement. Thus, it is impossible for the indicators to show whether progress is being made toward achieving the stated objective. Adding a target measure to the objective could result in the indicators measuring progress toward the objective. Five of the indicators for Objective #3 are not clear and easily understandable. For example, Indicator #4 "industrial inspections" is not stated so that the user will know how it relates to tax incentives. According to the OPB analyst, this indicator is part of the process of administering tax incentives. However, this cannot be determined from the information given in the executive budget. We determined that the information presented in the executive budget as performance indicators for Objective #5 are not true performance indicators based on our criteria shown in Exhibit 3-1. Thus, legislators are not able to see the performance of the Red River Development Council. The results of our analysis of the Business Recruitment Program's performance data are shown in Exhibit 3-8 on the following page. 
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Exbibit 3-8 Results of Comparing Business Recruitment Program's Performance Data to Established Criteria Goals ~ 4 of 4 are consistent with office mission ~ 4 of 4 provide a sense of direction ~ 1 of 4 reflects destination Objectives ~ 5 of 5 are consistent with goals ~ 3 of 5 are measurable ~ 0 of 5 istimebound ~ 5 of 5 specify an end result Performance ~ 24 of 43 measure progress toward the Indicators objective ~ 43 of 43 are consistent with the objective ~ 37 of 43 are clear and easily understood Source: Prepared by legislative audilor's staff using results of comparing Business Recnlilment Program's performance data to criteria in Exhibit 3-1. 

Louisiana Music Commission 
Goals. As mentioned earlier, the executive budget includes a goal for the Louisiana Music Commission under the Business Recruitment Program. The executive budget also includes two goals for the commission under the Louisiana Music Commission Program. Both of these goals are consistent with the budget unit mission and provide a sense of direction on how to address lhe mission. However, neither goal reflects the destination toward which the program is striving. The goals along with the other performance data for this program are in Exhibit 3-9 on the following page. Objectives. The executive budget contains one objective for the Louisiana Music Commission Program. The objective is consistent with the goals and specifies a desired end result, but it is not measurable or timehound. This objective provides the external user with information to determine what the commission is attempting to accomplish. However, since the objective is not measurable, an external user would not know the targeted levels of performance for those accomplishments. 
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Exhibit 3-9 Music Commission's Performance Data Reported in the 1996-97 Executive Budget Goals: 1. To develop Louisiana as a viable incubator of music talent and music industries 2. To pronlote Louisiana inusiG and luusicians world wide. Objective: Will promote and develop popular music and the related industry in Louisiana 

Raised public awareness of the LA Music Commission ]'he New OrlEans' Jazz Centennial Celebration has through unprecedented efforts on television, radio and cooperated with both govermnental and private print and flunugh assistance to nonprofit organizations organizations to accomplish many significant goals, who utilize music as a fundraising tool. LTV, in its including a Jaz~ Band Camp with l.oyola 1.hfiversity, third year of operation, has increased its audience by a Jazz Symposium, live performances free to the 500,000. It can now be seen in North I,A in the public and more. This prod,ram had a direct Monroe, Shreveport area. economic impact of over $60,000. 2. Wolking with the BBC on a radio series about I.A Acted as a catalyst for the Louis Armstrong Staml~ music. issuance ceremony to be held in New Orleans. "llae economic value of this event has been estimated at over $ 1,000,000. Assisting with the new public radio series "South to l.ouisiana" airing, on 39 affiliates nationwide. ] We determined lhat the information presented as perfo]mance indicators for this program are not true performance indicators based on our criteria shown in Exhibit 3-1. Source: lhepared by legislative auditor's staffusing performance data from the 1996-97 executive budget. 
Performance Indicators. The five statements presented for this objective as performance indicators in the executive budgel did not qualify as one of the types &indicators as defined in Chapter 1. Therefore, we concluded that these were not indicators An official with the commission said that it is a big challenge for them to quantify their performance. In addition, the official said there are no specific controls that allow them to know the impact their organization has made on the music industry. Flowever, one objective in the commission's strategic plan relates to developing a stable environment for music business. It also shows performance measures of the increase in the number of radio stations dedicating airtime to Louisiana artists. The commission needs to develop and implement methods of capturing and reporting these data. Without performance indicators, legislators may be funding this program without knowledge of how the commission impacts the music industry and how it benefits the economy. 
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The results of our analysis of the Music Commission performance data are shown in Exhibit 3-10 below. 
Exhibit 3-10 Results of Comparing Louisiana Music Commissiou's Performance Data to Established Criteria Goals 2 ofo2 provideoassensetofidirection mission ~ 0 of 2 reflects destination Objective ~ 1 of I is consistent with goals 
0 ofol isitimeboundble 1 of 1 specifies an end result Performance The information presented was not Indicators considered indicators Source: Prepared by le/,islafive auditor's staff using resulls of comparing Louisiana Music Commission's performance data to criteria in Exhibil 3-1. 

The performance data for the Louisiana State Racing Commission (Racing Commission) meet most of the criteria. Exhibit 3-11 on the tbllowing page lists the performance data for the commission. Mission. "/'he mission for the Racing Commission meets the established criteria listed in Exhibit 3-1. The mission identifies the commission's overall purpose and its client and is organizationally acceptable. 
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Exhibit 3-.I 1 Louisiana State Racing Commission's Performance Data Reported in the 1996-97 Executive Budget Mission: To promulgale and enforce rules and regulations and adminis/er state statutes governing horse racing. 

Goal: To provide effective administrative support necessary to carry out tile iegulatory and administrative fimction of lhc Louisiana Stale Racing Commission including breeder awards and breeding certifications ObjectiveSi Performance Indicators: I. Will reduce tile length of time required to issue state 1. Time required to issue slate racing licenses. racing licenses, reduce administrative cosls and applicanl inconvenience. 2. Will improve lhe quality of regulation of racing as 1. # of equine samples tesled nleasured by a reduction in the number of cases 2. # of human sampleslested overturned by the Louisiana Stale Racing Commission. 3. # of positive equine samples 4. # of positive human samples 5. Cases heard 6. Cases overturned 7. # of civil suits filed Will ensure the proper ownership of thoroughbreds and 1. # of foals registered compliance of owner license procedures by lhe 2. Average # of horses racing registration of 90% of all horses racing in Louisiana. 3. Percent of horses racing that arc registered Will improve the quality of regulation by strengthening 1. # of race days auditing procedur~;s and increasing the number and 2. Total gross revenue quality of audits lhrough more effective use of 3. Racing Comnlission expense computers and statistical data. 4. State police expense 5. Overfime hours worked 6. Overlime costs ~ Agencycost per race Will confinue lo adnfinisler lhe paymenl of breeder 1. Breeder awards awards ill a linlely and efficient manner. Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staff using performance data from the 1996-97 executive budget 
Goals. The goal reported in the executive budget for the Racing Commission meets the established criteria. The goal is consistent with the commission's mission, provides a sense of direction on how to address the mission, and reflects the destination toward which the program is striving. Objectives. None of the five objectiw;s for the Racing Commission reported in the executive budget are timebound. As a result, a user may not know the time frame for achieving the objectives~ Only Objective #3 is measurable~ It is important that a objectives are measurable so that the user can know what the 
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program will achieve with its resources. All of the objectives are consistent with the goal and specify a desired end result. The objectives meet tbe other criteria as listed in Exhibit 3-1. Collectively, the objectives provide information for an external user to determine what the program is attempting to accomplish. However, since most of the objectives are not measurable an external user would not know the targeted levels of performance for those accomplishments. Performance Indicators. The executive budget reports 19 performance indicators for the Racing Commission Program. All 19 performance indicators are clear and easily understandable. Only three of the performance indicators measure progress toward their objective. These three indicators are all included within Objective #3. All of the performance indicators are consistent with their respective objective except for the seven indicators for Objective #4. Specifically, the indicators presented for Objective #4 do not represent ways to strengthen auditing procedures. For example, the indicator "state police expense" gives the amount &money allocated for this expense. However, according to the OPB analysl, the state police investigate complaints reported to the commission about illegal activity on racing grounds. There is no clear connection between the objective of strengthening audit procedures and the indicators listed. As a result, it is possible that legislators could make misinformed decisions using indicators that do not relate to the objectives. This objective does not appear in the 1997- 98 budget. The results of our analysis of the Racing Commission performance data are shown in Exhibit 3-12 on the following page 
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Exhibit 3-12 Results of Comparing Racing Commission's Peril ~rmance Data to Established Criteria Mission ~ l ofl identifies overall purpose ~ 1 of I identifies clients/customers ~ 1 of I is organizationally acceptable Goals ~ 1 of 1 is consistent with office mission ~ 1 of 1 provides a sense of direction ~ 1 of 1 reflects destination Objectives ~ 5 of 5 are consistent with goals ~ 1 of 5 is measurable ~ 0 of 5 is timebound ~ 5 of 5 specify an end result Performance ~ 3 of 19 measure progress toward the Indicators objective ~ 12 of 19 are consistent with the objective ~ 19 of 19 are clear and easily understood Source: Prepared b ~ legislative auditor's slaffusing results of comparing Racing Commission's performance data to criteria in Exhibit 3-] 
The performance data for the Office of Financial Institutions (Financial Institutions) meet most of the criteria. The data for this office represent depository and non-depository financial institutions and securities. Exhibit 3-13 on page 54 lists the performance data for Financial Institutions. 
Mission. The mission that is reported in the executive budget for the Office of Financial Institutions meets the established criteria listed in Exhibil 3-1. The mission idenlifies tile office's overall purpose, its client, and is organizationally acceptable. Goals. The goal that is reported in the executive budget for the Office of Financial Institutions meets most of the established criteria. This goal is consistent with the mission and provides a sense of direction on how to address the mission. However, it does not reflect the destination toward which the program is striving. 
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Exhibit 3-13 Office of Financial Institutions' Performance Data Reporled in the 1996-97 Executive Budget Mission: To regulale providers of financial services within its jurisdiction ill order to protect tile public interest and enhauec confidence in tile financial services industry. Goal: To promote stability and growth in Louisiana's financial services industry Will continue 10 ensure that sufficient Percent of revenue collected from: resources arc available to fulfill OFl's 1. Institutions supervised by OFI slat ulory mandates. 2. Depository. inslilulions and their holding companies supervised by OFI 3. Institutions regulated by the Non-Depository Division 4. Aclivilies regulated by the Securities Division 2. Will conlinue lo provide for lhe regulation, 1. # of inslilution charter applicalions liceusing, charter, registration, supervision, 2. # of olher inslilution applications and examination of dcpository financial 3. # of institutions institutions. 4. # of holding companies 5. # oflnlst departments 6. # ofinstilutional charters processed 7. # of inslilulional branch applications processed 8. Growlh rate in inslilution assets 9. # of institutions examined 10. # of holding companies examined 11. # oflrust departmenls examined 12 Mzrlhours/$1 000M in institution assets Will continue to regulate, license, register, 1. Total # of aclual licenscs/registrants by category supervise, and examine non-depository 2. # of new and renewal applications financial service providers as mandated by 3. # of revoked/canceled applications slate law, within established timeframes 4. # change of location/name aud schedules. 5. # change of ownership/control 6. # of written complaints 7. # of complaints resolved/referred 8. Amount refunded/rebated by entities regulated # of examinalions 4. Will continue to rcgister, license, and 1. # of security applications examined oversee securities in Louisiana in 2. # of securily applications withdrawn compliance with statalory mandales, wilhin 3. Aggregate value of securities (billious) established time frames and schedules. 4. # of security licenses issued 5. # of security offerings authorized 6. Average value of securities anlhorized (millions) 5. Will promole the availability of capital for (l"hese are new programs for the oJ~ce in the 1996-97 executive economic development in the stale. budget and do not include performance indicators.) 6. Will exantine olher stalutorily mandated programs assigned by lhe Legislalure. 7. Will provide information to Louisiana consmners and lenders concerning lhe consulner credit laws. Source: Prepared by lel,islative auditor's staffusiug performance data from tile 1996-97 execulive budget 
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Objectives. The executive budget reports seven objectives for (he Financial Institutions Program. All of the objectives specify a desired end result. Objectives #5, #6, and #7 are not consistent with the program goal and do not have any related indicators. None of the objectives are measurable and only objectives #3 and #4 are timebound. The objectives collectively provide an external user with information to determine what the program is attempting to accomplish. However, since none of the objectives are measurable an external user would not know the targeted levels of performance for those accomplishments. 
Performance lndica(ors. The executive budget reports 3 l performance indicators for this program. As mentioned earlier, Objectives #5, #6, and #7 do not have any indicators. All 31 indicators for this program are clear and easily understandable. None of the indicators measure progress toward achieving the objective. Only Indicator #8 for Objective #2 is not consistent with the objective. This indicator does not relate to the functions of Financial Institutions. A legislator could use the indicators to make some informed decisions regarding Financial Institutions. However, without measurable objectives, it is not possible for the indicators to show whether progress is being made toward achieving the objectives. The results of our analysis of the Financial Institutions' performance data are shown in Exhibit 3-14 on the following page 
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Exhibit 3-14 Results of Comparing Financial Institutions' Program Performance Data to Established Criteria Mission 1 of 1 identifies overall purpose 1 of I identifies clients/customers 1 of 1 is organizationally acceptable Goal 1 of 1 is consistenl with office mission 1 of I provides a sense of direction 0 of I reflects destination Objectives 4 of 7 are consistent with goals 0 of 7 is measurable 2 of 7 are timebound 7 of 7 specify an end result Performance 0 of 31 measures progress toward the Indicators objective 30 of 31 are consistent with the objective 31 of 31 are clear and easily understood Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staffusing results of comparing tile Office of Financial Institutions Program's perlbrmance data to crileria in Exhibit 3-1. 
The performance data for the Louisiana Economic Development Corpm'ation (LEDC) is presented in the exeeulive budget as the Capital Accessibility Program. The performance data for LEDC meet nearly all of the criteria in Exhibit 3-1. Exhibit 3-15 on page 58 lists lhe performance data for LEDC. Mission. ']?he mission for LEDC meets the established criteria in Exhibit 3-1. The mission identifies tile program's overa purpose and its clienls, and is organizationally acceptable Goals. Both goals for the Capital Accessibility Program meet the established criteria. Each goal is consistent with its mission, provides a sense of direction on how to address the mission, and reflects a destination toward which the program is striving. 
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Objectives. The executive budget reports three objectives for this program. Objectives #2 and #3 meet all the established criteria. Objective #1 is not timebound or measurable. As a result the objectives collectively provide information for an external user to determine what the program is attempting to accomplish. In addition, a legislator could use the objectives to make informed decisions regarding this program. Performance Indicators. In the executive budget, the indicators are not arranged under one particular objective. According to the OPB analyst, LEDC reports historical information in the budget because the legislators usually inquire about this information in commiltee meetings. There are three tables in the executive budget for LEDC. For the purpose of this analysis, each table is considered as one set of indicators. All three indicators are consistent with the objective and are clear and easily understandable. However, only Indicator #2 measures progress toward the objective. Even though most indicators do not measure progress toward the objective, they do provide some information for external users to determine what the program is attempting to accomplish. 
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Exhibit 3-15 Louisiana Economic Development Corporation's Performance Data Reported in the 1996-97 Executive Budget Mission: LEDC is the single investment review board for financial assistance programs administered by the Deparlment of F~conoluic Dcvcloplnenl and allows for cmuprehensive assistance to be offered to new and small t.ouisiana businesses. Goals: 1. To administer a state-sponsored innovative financing initiative that is viewed as a national model. 2. To provide innovative and creative financial development programs thai slinmlate the flow of private capital and sound financing for the development, expansion, and retention of small business. Objectives: I. Will expand tile use of existing LEDC programs so that tttc budget allocated to tile program is fully nlilized for qualified projects approved by the LEDC board. 2. Will assist local communities in the location/expansion of at least ten industries annually by adminislering a grant and revolving loan fired for infrastructure projects. 3. Will improve internal operations by reducing default losses to 10% annually from the preceding year until losses are less titan 10% of porlfolio value annually. Performance Indicators: ' I. LEDC'sinvestment totals. 2. Guaranly, participation, direct loan collection rate as percentages of total dollars 3. Total # of approved projects. Each indicator represents a table of information included in the executive budget for the Capital Accessibility Program. Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's slaffusing performance data from the 1996-97 executive budget. 
The results of our analysis of the Capital Accessibility Program performance data are shown in Exhibit 3-16 on the following page. 
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Exhibit 3-16 Results of Comparing Capital Accessibility Program's Performance Data to Established Criteria Mission ~ 1 ofl identifies overall purpose ~ I of I identifies clients/customers ~ I of I is organizationally acceptable Goals ~ 2 of 2 are consistent with office mission ~ 2 of 2 provide a sense of direction ~ 2 of 2 reflect destination Objectives ~ 3 of 3 are consistent with goals ~ 2 of 3 are measurable ~ 2 of 3 aretimebound ~ 3 of 3 specify an end result Performance ~ 1 of 3 measures progress toward the Indicators objective ~ 3 of 3 are consistent wilh the objective ~ 3 of 3 are clear and easily understood Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staff using results of comparing Capital Accessibility Program's performance data lo criteria in Exhibit 3-1. 

The performance data reported in the executive budget for the Louisiana State Board of Cosmetology (Board of Cosmetology) meet most of the criteria in Exhibit 3-1. Exhibit 3-I 7 on the following page lists the performance data for the Board of Cosmetology. Mission. The mission for the Board of Cosmetology meets the established criteria. This mission identifies the board's overall purpose and its clients and is organizationally acceptable. Thus, legislators will know the purpose of the board and who it serves. Goals. The goals for the Board of Cosmetology meet most of the established criteria. Each goal is consistent with the board's mission and provides a sense of direction on how to address the mission. However, Goal #2 does not reflect a destination toward which the entity is striving. 
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Objectives. Tile executive budget reports three objectives for the Board of Cosmetology. Objective #1 meets all of the established criteria. However, Objectives #2 and #3 are not timebound. In addition, Objective #3 is not measurable. Again, a user may not know when to expect the results of the objectives or know what level of results to expect~ Collectively, the objectives provide information for an external user to determine what the program is attempting to accomplish. In addition, a legislator could use the objectives to make informed decisions regarding the program. 
Exhibit 3-17 1.ouisiana State Board of Cosmetology's Performance Data Reported in tile 1996-97 Executive Budget Mission: To regulate, control and monitor members of the cosmelology industry 

Goals: 1. To increase compliance with the Cosmetology Act to ensure that public health, welfare and safety standards are met for protection of the general public~ 2. To assure thai licensees (cosmetologists, estheticians, manicurists) posses basic entry level professional Conlpelence. Objectives: Performance Indicators: 1. Will reduce the risk of iujur~' or exposure to disease in 1. Routine inspections pc1 salon. cosmetology facilities by 10% by July 1997. 2. Site violations. ~ Enforcement actiolls. 2. Will mainlain turnaround time license renewals at a 1. License renewal time frame (in months). lour week nlaxiuunn. 3. Will ensure that adequate levels of education are being 1. Scheduled test dates~ offered by cosmetology schools under the board's iurisdictiou. Note: There are also two quality indicators that are listed in the executive budget that are not related to an) particular objective. Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's slaffusing performance data from the 1996-97 executive budget. 
Performance Indicators. The executive budget reports seven indicators for the Board of Cosmetology. The indicators for Objectives #1 and #2 meet all criteria. The indicator for Objective #3 is not consistent with the objective and it is not clear and easily understandable. It is not clear how the indicator "scheduled test dates" relate to the objective of ensuring adequate levels of education. Other indicators should be developed that will measure 
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adequate levels of education such as test results or pass/fail rates. In addition, there are two quality indicators listed in the executive budget that are not related to any particular objective. Therefore, these indicators do not have an objective to be consistent with or measure progress toward. The indicator for the Objective #2 states that the license renewal time frame is 2.5 months. However, the objective sets license renewal turnalound at a four week maximum. The indicators suggest that there is a problem or backlog of processing licenses for renewal. In this case, explanatory information is necessary. Legislators may not be aware of the situation that led to the backlog and, as a result, could make misinformed budgetary decisions for the board The indicators for Objectives #l and #2 collectively provide information to enable users to determine progress made toward achieving the objective. However, the indicator' for Objective #3 does not relate to the objective, thus it does not show progress toward achieving the objective. The results of our analysis of the State Board of Cosmetology's performance data are shown in Exhibit 3-18 oll the following page. 
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Exhibit 3-18 Results of Comparing State Board of Cosmetology's Performance Data to Established Criteria Mission ~ 1 of I identifies overall purpose ~ 1 of 1 identifies clients/customers ~ 1 of I is organizationally acceptable Goals ~ 2 of 2 are consistent wilh office mission ~ 2 of 2 provide a sense of direction ~ 1 of 2 reflects destination Objectives ~ 3 of 3 are consistent with goals ~ 2 of 3 are measurable ~ 1 of 3 istimebound ~ 3 of 3 specify an end result Performance ~ 4 of 7 measure progress toward the indicators objective ~ 5 of 7 are consistent with the objective i ~ 6 of 7 are clear and easily understood 

Source: Prepared by legislative auditor's staff using results of comparing Stale Board of Cosmetology's performance data Io crileria in Exhibil 3-1. 
Recommendations 3.1 Tile department's mission should be included in the executive budget. 3.2 The department and OPB should work together to ensure that their objectives are measurable and timebonnd. 
3.3 Tlne department and OPB should work together to ensure that the indicators relate to the objective and that they measure progress toward achieving objectives. 
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3.4 The department and OPB shoul focus on including more outcom budget for their programs. 
3.5 Tile department should develop performance data for the loan g Auxiliary Program. 
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Appendix B: Boards, Commissions, and Like Entities 
Name of Board, Commission, or Legal Like Enlity Authority Purpose/Function Budget Units i ii~ ii!~iiii~iil)> i ii~ i~ ii Louisiana Econonlie R.S. 51:2311 Serve as a single review board for all financial assistance, grams, Development Corporalion and investment programs administered by DED. Louisiana State Board of R.S. 37:493 ~ License, supervise, invesligate and regulate lhe beauty and Cosmelology hairdressing industry in the state. ~ Issue, suspend, or revoke licenses for cosmelologisIs, operalors, hairdressers, eslheticians, lnanicurisls, lnanagers, beauty shop owners, teachers, schools and sludenls. Louis.iana Slate Racing R.S. 4:144 Develop rides, regulations, and conditions :for tile eonducl of tile Colnluission horse racing industry in the stale. Independent ii!,iiil, , ii~ , ~' i~ Board of ExaminErs of R.S. 37:2551 ~ Encourage proficiency in the practice of shorlhand reporting Certified Shorthand as a profession. Reporters ~ Promote efficiency in courl and general reporting, and exlend to lhe courts and to the public tile protection afforded by a standardized profession by establishing a standard of eompeleney for those persons engaged in il. Louisiana Auctioneers R.S. 37:3111 ~ Examine applicants to be licensed as auclioneers. LicEnse Licensing Board attclionc~ers and adopt goveruing rules and regulalions. ~ ISSUE, suspend, modify or revoke licenses to do business in lh~ slate. Louisiana Cemetery Board R.S. 8:61 Elfforce and administer tile rules and regulations thai govern ~ersons who are certified to conduct a eenK:lery business. Louisiana Export and lmporl R.S. 6:554 Assist, promote, encouragE, develop, and advance econoluic Trade Development prusperily and employment throughoul tile stale by fosleriug AnlhorilyI the expansion of imports and exports. Cooperate and act with other organizalions, public or privale which promote and advance export and import aclivities in tile stale. Establish a source of financing, credit, and securily to snpporl export and import trade developmenl not otherwise available, particularly lo Louisiana individuals and small businesses. 



Page B.2 Department of Economic Developmen 
Name of Board, Commission, or' Legal Purpose/Function Like Entity Authority aisiana-Mexico Economic R.S. 51:992 ~ Provide public relations and disseminate information to )cvclopl~acnt Commissionj govornmellt, business, and cultural leaders with a goal to coordinate economic development and resource utiliT~ation between Louisiana and the Country of Mexico. ~ it}romo~e lhe dcveloplnent of new products, processes, or services or new uses for existing products or services mamlfaclured or marketed in Louisiana and Mexico. Supp market research aimed at identification of new markcls in t international arena. ~ Foster and support educational and cnllural cooperation between private business enterprise, financial institutions, educational institutions, nonprofit institutions and organizations, stale govenunent, and political subdivisions l.,ouisiana and in Mexico. tfisiana Motor Vehicle R.S. 32:1253 License and regulate motor vehicle nmnufaclurers, distributors, ~ommission dealers, and lessors doing business in Louisiana. jisiana Pan African R.S. 51:982 ~ Provide public relations and dissenfinate information to ~OlUlUigsionI goverumenl, business, and cultural loaders with a goal to cooldinale economic developmenl and resource nlilizafion between Louisiana and the continent of Africa. ~ Promote the development of new products, processes, or services or new uses for existing products or services manufactured or marketed in Louisiana or Africa. Support market research aimed at identification of flew Inarkets ill t international arena. ~ Foster and support educational and cultural cooperation between private business enterprise, financial institations, educational institutions, nonprofit inslilutions and organiTalions, stale government, and political subdivisions Louisiana and in Africa. fisiana Real Eslatc R,S. 37:3394 ~ Establish educational programs and research projects relate ,ppraisers Slate Board of to lhe appraisal of real estate. 'eclifieation: ~ Issue real estate appraisal certificates. ~ Adopt Jegulalions defining the extent and type of education experience, examinations, appraisal experience, and equivalent experience needed Io lllP~l tile requirements. ~ Adopt regulations providing for qualif),ing and conlinning education requirelnenls for lhe issuance and renewal of certification. ~ Adopt standards for lhe development and communication o real estate appraisals and adop! regulations explaining and interpreting lhe standards. 
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Page B.4 Department of Economic Development 
Name of Board, Commission, or Legal PurposefFunction Like Entity Authority Slate Board of Cerlified R.S. 37:73 ~ Examine applicants to be certified or licensed for tile praclice Public Accountants of of public accounting in Louisiana. Louisiana ~ Administer a writlen examination for certification at least once each year in the city of New Orleans. ~ Take appropriate administrative action to regulate the practice of public accounting in the statc. Stale Board of Examiners of R.S. 37:3173 ~ Sel rules and criteria for licensing and provide for taking tile hltcrior Designers exalrt. ~ Adopt and promulgate rules of organization, practice, and procedurc. ~ Adopt and promulgate, and enforce rules and regulations governing the standards of education, service, conduct, and practice of persons licensed. Stale: Boxing and Wrestling R.S. 4:61 ~ Issue licenses to hold, conduct, or give boxing or wrestling Commission contests or exhibitions lo any applicant. Make rules and regulations govenling all boxing and wrestling contests or exhibitions under its jurisdiclion, the sale of tickets, tile promoters, the contestants, and their seconds and managers at such contesls or exhibitions. Slate Licensing Board fox R.S. 37:2151 License and regulate contractors to ensure colnpliance with Conlractors licensure requirements. ]~/onindependent Board of Comnlcrcc and R.S. 51:923 Exercise those powers, duties, and functions with respect to tile lnl3uslry granting of lax exemptions for new manulhcturing eslablishmeots or extensions. Louisiana Music R.S. 25:315 Promote and develop pgpnlar commercial music and its related Colnlnission industry in Louisiana. Red }Liver Development R.S. 51:2405 Provide advice and assistance to the Red River Development Board of Advisorfl Council and its project manager. Red River Development R.S. 51:2402 Develop, prepare, and propose a nmstcr plan for utilization of the ColmcilI water supply of the Red River for tile purposes related to the development of Ihe area within the watershed limits of the Red River and its tributaries. 
' Abolished by Acl #1116 (SB#1153) of the 1997 Regular Session of the Louisiana Legislature. According to R.S. 37:3394, this board is created within the Louisiana Real Eslate Connnissiou and the Dcparlment of Economic I)evclopmenl. 



 



M.J. I~MIKE[o FOSTER, JR Governor 
TO: 
FROM 
DATE 

o'~tate ~{ ~uisimta DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

David Greer // Kevin P. Reilly 
November 10, 1997 

MEMORANDUM 

SUF|JECT: Analysis of Program Authority and Performance Data 

K~Nin P. Ridlty Socrotaq, 

P/ease find our answers to the recommendations made in your report, Analysis of Program Authority and Performance Data attached to this memorandum as Attachment 1. We have also made some comments on data contained in the report. This is contained in Attachment 2. We have attached responses from the Louisiana Motor Vehicle Commission and the Louisiana Used Motor Vehicle and Parts Commission in their entirety to explain the difference and non overlap of the two groups. We would like to offix some general comments on data contained in the report. Since an operational plan covers activities from July 1 to June 30, we feel that the objectives are tim(; bound. The five year strategic plan has measurable objectives and tasks that are time bound. In addition, the Department would like a definition for the terms "destination" and "direction". The terms are used repeatedly throughout the report but are not defined nor could we find definitions for these terms in ManageWare. It is important that the Department understands the intent of these terms in order to improve our performance indicators. In September of this y~ar the Department held a two day strategic planning retreat for agency heads and top managers. This meeting coupled with the new guidelines for developing an operational plan have allowed our strategic planning documents and the content of our operational plan to become more useful management tools. The Red River Development Commission and the Louisiana Music Commission now have acceptable strategic plans and operational plans as a result of this work. We look forward to further dialogue on our current work program and are ready to schedule an exit inteJwiew. 

Post Office Box 94185/Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804-9185/(504)342-3000 - <E-Matt Address> AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 



ATTACItM ENT 1 
Management Response to Recommendations 
in the Analysis of Program Authority and Performance Data 

Page 31 : Recommendation 
2.1 DED, OPB, and legislative staff should work together to improve department's program structure in the executive budget. The improved program structure will provide legislators with a better view of all offices and activities in the Administration budget. Response: DED is amenable to working with OPB and legislative staff̀to restructure the programs in the Administration budget. Management recommends that the Office of Policy and Research and the Economically Disadvantaged Busines,; Program be removed from the Administration program and made free standing programs. Maiters for Legislative Consideration 
2.1 The legislature may wish to consider reviewing the following laws to determine if resources are or will be available to operate the following program. If not, the legislature may wish to abolish, amend, or transfer the responsibilities. R.S. 36:10g (F) that creates the Office of Technology, Innovation and Modernization Response: Management would welcome an opportunity to discuss the future of science and technology programs with the appropriate members of DOA and the legislature. 2.2 The legislature may wish to repeal R.S. 51::961, which establishes the Local Economic Development Support Program since it has not been used for 10 years. Response: Management agrees that the statute should be repealed 
2.3 The Legislature may wish to consider combining the Louisiana 



Motor Vehicle Commission and the Louisiana Used Motor Vehicle and Parts Commission. Response: See responses from the two Commissions in Attachments 3 and 4 
2.4 The legislature may wish to consider repealing R.S. 51:936.1 (One-Stop Licensing Program) since the Secretary of State is currently performing this function. Response: Management believes that the statute should be studied for posible amendment or repeal. 

Page 61: Recommendation 
3.1 The department's mission should be included in the executive budget. Response: The department's mission and goals are included in the operational plan included in the FY1998-99 Budget Request being sent to the Division of Administration. 
3.2 OPB may want to present each office's performance data individually ill executive budget. Response: The department will prepare the operational plan in any format agreed upon by OPF~ and legislative staff. 3.3 The department and OPB should work together to ensure that their objectives are measurable and time bound. Response: The department considers that all objectives in an operational plan are time bound because the operational plan is for a specific time period - July 1 to June 30 and is a one year slice of the strategic plan. Times are specified in the various five year strategic plans. We will continue to work with OPB and legislative staff to assure that all objectives are measurable. 3.4 The department and OPB should work together to ensure that indicators relate to the objective and that they measure progress toward achieving objectives. Response: The department believes that this is so in the current operational plan but would like examples from data studied.We will continue to work with OPB and legislative staffto assure that all objectives are measurable. 



3.5 The department and OPB should work together to focus on including more outcome indicators in the budget for their programs. Response: The number of outcome indicators has increased with the operational plan for FY 1999. However, some obvious outcome indicators are not controllable by the department. When economy of the state and nation are good, the output indicators (prospects landed, etc.) of the department increase. But decrease in unemployment rates and growth of family income can not be attributed solely to lhe work of the department. Work is underway to develop indicators that can show the outcome of the department's work product. 
3.6 The department should develop and present performance data for the loan guarantee in the Auxiliary program. 
Response: This information appears in the FY 1999 operational plan 



Page 23 

Page 24 

ATTACHMENT 2 RESPONSES To Data In Analysis of Program Autinorily and Performance Data 
The Cabinet Advisory Group has 2 duties. The first is to dew~,lop integrated, synergistic departmental strategic plans and operational plans that will allow the State to meet or exceed the benchmarks in the State Wide Economic Development Strategic Plan adopted by the Louisiana Economic Development Council, which is chaired by the governor, and adopted by the legislature. The second is, in concert with tile Council, to advise the governor on policy and statutory requirements necessary to meet or exceed the benchmarks. This "advisory group" is composed of executive branch department heads and relevant state-wide elected officials. It is the governor's cabinet with a few missing and a few added. Collectively, this body is not statutorily charged with reacting to legislative measures. Individually, they would, of course, administer whatever statutes fell to their lot. 
Footnote 2 says that there is no funding for the Office of Technology, Innovation and Modernization. However, the Director of Policy and Planning has one full time staff person to work on science and technology issues and has contracts with the Louisiana Partnership for Technology and Innovation and the Louisiana Business and Technology Center to carry out c;ertain line functions. 

Pages 25-26: "Itowever, there are other activities that are included in the Administration program that are not administrative or support services. The Information Clearinghouse, Louisiana Economically Disadvantaged Businesses (sic), Economics America Programs (sic) are activities that are included in the Administration program." The hfformation Clearinghouse is a support program in that this is the data base that is used to develop data for use by the marketing staff Economics America is a pass through appropriation. Page 29 

Page 30 

"Potentially Overlapping Services to Small Businesses": ReoIganization of the Office of Commerce and Industry eliminated any small business program except for expansion of manufacturing small businesses. The Louisiana Economic Development Corporation and the Economically Disadvantaged Business Program do not provide duplicate services. Clients of the two programs have different needs. Both groups use the Louisiana Small Business Development Center's 15 subcenter for general management and technical assistance to small business. The department does no~ feel that there is any overlap. The Louisiana Motor Vehicle Commission and the Louisiana Used Motor Vehicle and Parts Commission are supported entirely from self generated funds. Therefore the state is not spending any money on these functions. 



Page 38 
Page 40 
Page 42 

Page 48 

Page 49 

Page 50 

"Itowever, 12 of these goals lack a destination toward which the programs are striving." We would appreciate having some clarification and examples. We don't understand what is meant. "108 of the indicators (83%) are easily understandable, and non technical." We would appreciate knowing which ones were unintelligible or too technical so that we may consider rewording. 
It is difficult to have performance indicators for policy development conform to the criteria being used. If one is privatizing certain functions, one could count the output and outcome of the work of the contractor, but do you count the number of contracts as an output and the number of contractors who have fulfilled the scope of work as outcome? How do you measure positive influence on other groups. Sometimes it takes several years for the ship of state to correct course ever so slightly. Tile department would welcome dialogue with OPB, legislative staff and other departments facing the same dilemma. International marketing is combined with national marketing:Goal 1: To stimulate the creation of employment opportunities thoughout the state through domestic and international trade and investment. Objective 1 combines the domestic and internatinal marketing activities since the only difference is geography. International trade is separate because of the difference in function. The OPB analyst quoted was mistaken or misunderstood about the function of the Red River Development Council. A full operational plan is included in the FY 99 opelational plan. There is also a 5 year strategic plan available. The Council works on economic development projects utilizing or capitalizing on the water in the Red River and on the completion of the Loiuisiana portion of the El Camino Real from Georgia to San Antonio. Information on this function is correct in Appendix B. The department just administers certain statutorily or constitutional authorized tax abatement programs. These programs are a tool to achieve the mission and goal 1 (promote a growing and healthy economy) of the department. Historically, the legislature is interested in tax abatement programs from a policy point of view. The question is "What could we do with that money if we did away with the exernption?" "If local government had the monies from the 10 year tax exemption, we wouldn't have to subsidize them." 
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AT JACIiMENT 3 

@ M. J. "Mira" Fo=tor, Jr. Govtlmor 

of ~lJlmu~ DI~ARI'M~'~IT OF EOONOI~C Dh"VELOPM~ Oc~o~' 29, |9~-~ 

Mr. P,o~~ Hemon Under~.creUu'y Louizt~Tm Depar~e.m of Economic Development Post ~ Box 94185 Baton Rouge, LouJt/ana 70804-9155 

~oo2 

Kevln P. P, eIHy, 8r Secret=~, 

RE: Depm.lment of Feonnmi~ Devdopme~t Analyib (d" Program Authority and P~~  ~ Dear Mr. Henson: 

Parts 

Thls will acknowledge receipt of your Memoraadut, of Octob~" 27, 1997 
i~ no duplication of llcemlng by the LMVC and the Louisiana Used Motor Vehicle and ag~my gands ready to 131adctptu~ ~ aid the ~il in re, ac.hi~g |is goals. With regard to page 61, a~ an agency created within the Louisiana Depatanent of Economic Devetopmc= ('DED"), ptmsuan! m LSA-R.$. 36:109 E(9), tlu= LM'VC will always coop~l~, a=st,t, and work with the DF..D to ensure rile LMVC's misdon, objectives, mid performance Indicau)rs fall within the overall mission and objectives of'the DED. ILl we can be of any fuzther usL~r.aJlce, do tlot hesitate to ~omact the undersigned. PleaAe grovide this agency with a copy of the final outcome of the Deparunem of Econonflc Developmecx Ax=lysis of 1~ogram Authority and Performance Data. Yours ve:ry truly, LOUISIANA MOTOR VEI]ICI.,E COMMISSION MOTOR VEE[ICLE SALI~S FINANCE DIVISION 

L. A. House E.xecufiv~ Director ~',.cl. 
LOUISIANA MOTOR VEHICLE COMMISSION MOTOR VEHICLE SALES FINANCE DIVISION 3519 12TH ST. METAIRIE, LOUISIANA 70002-3427 (604) 8386207 ~ FAX: (504) 838-5416 
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[,m,kimm Mete/, Vehid* Cemmlmlm It.S. ~t:t2~t =t nq, ~ .*dmt.ke*rS tb8 M0t~' VMdCI~ Sales Flmmce Act. ]L& &d~Jl e# Nq. ~ 1Aceme and r~,~Ue ~ ~ lurac/~ers, d~tributon, factor/bra~bes, dim~utor bnncku buMnum/n Loub/a~ M well is, new moto~ ydflk~ dader=, lamon do~ bmlrns in Lm.dslmm, tl~ motor v~h|elm [~[]J/~l air lflli~w moUM' Tdt~ de~dees "d lemon, fsctory rc~m, d~;dbm~ rearm, ,,-w motor v*h/~. salNme.~ [~ qim~, ~ motor vcbicl~ ~.l~.-en of the ~*d motor ~h~e h,c/ltt/~ of mew motor vehicle dealers and lcmont. ~ License and re~slMe MI motor vehicle sales flnm~e compaa/es dx)ing businm in Lou/~ana. ~ Pror/d* Imow/edSesbls gufdemcc to ~ to hurure proficiency in a statatoHly msnd~ed time frame for Uceasing, prot=t matt~, so'refining, cte, ~ Conduct Invest~tinus of violations of'the provisiom ~r any law regulating the sale, lense or r*ata], dbtributinn or flnaueing ef motor v,dddes. ~ Conduct ~ on dmhd or a Ilcenle, SeSlxmskm or revocation o/a Ik, ense or Imposition or civil penalflm. ~ Ce-d,~ hearings of dJspuU~ between manufacturers or d/str~utors and new motor vehicle dcalort, ~ RegulUs and police all i'~, =ate, lind local law and regul~lom c~3eerning the advertising or motor vehicle. ~ ]~.esetva and investigate ~om'um~r complaints rcgard~ licensees. ~ Protect Loublana cousumers from unfair sales trade practices by licensees. ~ Audit Ueensees to instWa records are properly ma/~talned. ~ Work with coasttmer protection agendes, Le., Better BusineSS ]~ureau, State A/torney General's Office, etc. ~ Examine alpplicatiolxs and mlpportlng documentation, well at, inspect Hcensee's faculties to determine whether they meet the memeintes of law to be licensed. ~ Adopt governin8 rules and ].egula14ons for both laws. ~ Authorix~ or deny motor vehicle sales and shows at off-site locations. ~ Conduct investigations and/or audits of licensees with regard to non-payment to the state of taxes and fees (i.e., Iteense, title, ~ocumenlary, etc.) collected. ~ Audit consumer pre-pald w~cotmts, as well as, open accounta of sales finance licensees for eorapliance with the statutes. ~ Supervise the return or overages of nnancs tees, i~terest, taxes, and other fees to consumer by Ucestsees. ~ Inform and educate I/~m~ee.e ~ to updated l~ws and regulatio~ that affect the D~iotor veJa~Je tl~lOstry ill 
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The ~i Motor Veklclc Commliou's new motor veb~e dmisr ~ and Its Imtmr licmmu are provltSal wft/s cop~ ~ th~ liw m~l ~ ra~m lind r~,Zloa and are providul with mr/autsmn~ tJtO ref~rt, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ awm'Q if they wi~ to establish a used motor veh.q~ ~, tn,~ would i tier spplicstion and ,,tel.~ ~ with the "IA[VCN. 

Act No. 941 of the 1997 ~ SeMlon amended R.S. 32:77"~(F)(8) to delete the relulsl~m of' ncw mater vehicks st trade shows by thc ~i Use4/VJ~or Vehicle and Parts ~ons. 



A'J 'rACHH~ I~, j. "MIKE" FOSTER, JR. GOVERNOR October 28, 1997 
TO: FROM 

o.~tate of ~miisian~l DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT USED MOTOR VEHICI_E AND PARTS COMMISSION 

RON tlENSON, UNDERSECRETARY JOttN M. TORRANCE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ~J" 
SUBJECT: RI~'SPONSE TO DRAFT OF PERFORMANCE AUDIT 
The Louisiana Used Motor Vehicle and Parts Commission was addressed three times in the draft of the performance audit. Below is the response to the questions raised on pages 29, 31 and 61. The names of the two commissions may indicate duplication, but preliminary discussions by the board of the Louisiana Used Motor Vehicle and Parts Commission have occurrezt to change the name of the agency to reflex;t the commission's functions to the Transportation Licensing Commission. The name of LA Used Motor Vehicle and Parts Commission is a misnomer. The commission has been mandated by law to license all individuals and entities that engage in various modes of transportation except for new cars, air and rail. The Louisiana Used Motor Vehicle and Parts Commission regulates used cars and tracks, new and used motor homes, new and used motorcycles, new and used trailers and semi-trailers, new and used buses and wreckers, new and used boats and motors, used final stage manufacturers, used motor vehicle shredders, crushers, scrapped motor vehicle dealers and automotive dismantlers and parts recyclers. 
The Louisiana Used Motor Vehicle and Parts Commission licenses the traditional independent small used motor vehicle dealers which have different issues regarding regulation versus a multi million dollar new car dealership. The Louisiana Motor Vehicle Commission is the proper regulatory agency to address the needs of the new car delerships. The licensing by the Louisiana Motor Vehicle Commission of what deceptively appears to be off site small used motor vehicle dealerships but are actually owned by new car dealerships, is an overlapping of regulatory duties. Confusion is being created in the minds of consumers regarding these disguised business operations which should be regulated by the Louisiana Used Motor Vehicle and Parts Commission. When a new car dealer decides to take on the cloak of the independent used motol vehicle dealer, the operations should be regulated as such. 

USE[) MOTOR VEHICLE AND PARTS COMMISSION ~ 3132 VALLEY CREEK DR. ~ BATON ROUGE, LA 70808 f5041 925-3870 * FAX # 15041 925-3369 



Ron Henson, Undersecretary Octobcr 28, 1997 Page 2 
Although there appears to be some confusion fur consumers who need to file complaints against a used motor vehicle dealer, consumers are well informed which agency regulates independent used motor vehicle dealers and those used motor vehicle dealers who are owned by new car dealerships except for the new off site used car dealerships being set up by the new car dealers to appear to be small operations. Both the Louisiana Used Motor Vehicle and Parts Commission and the Louisiana Motor Vehicle Commission are self sufficient agencies which operate solely on self-generated funds. In addition to the main functions of the agency, the Louisiana Used Motor Vehicle and Parts Commisison utilitzes their funds to provide enhanced training for the field investigators and to provide assistance on consumer complaints. 
Trade shows which are regulated by the Louisiana Used Motor Vehicle Commission are those shows initiated by promoters for motor home dealers and marine dealers. The Louisiana Motor Vehicle Commission regulates only those shows which pertain to new car dealers. 



 



EDWIN W. EDWARDS GOVERNOR 
November 6, 1997 

~t~te of ~m~i~iana DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET 

I)aniel G. Kyle, Ph.l)., CPA, CFE Legislative Auditor Post Office Box 94397 Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9397 

RAYMOND J. LABORDE COMMISSIONER OF ADMINIS I R&q 

Re: Analysis of Program Authority and Performance Data for the Department of Economic Development Thank you for this opportunity to respond to the audit report 
Our office generally agrees with audit recommendations regarding ways to improve the Elepartment's planning and performance accountability. To the department's credit, it should be noted that, working with staff from the Office of Planning and Budget, the House Appropriations Committee, and the Joint Legislative Committee on Senate and House Governmental Afl)drs, the department has already initiated improvements to its operational plan and performance indicators. These improvements were included in the department's tota budget request package for FY 1997-98. 
As you are aware, the ()ffice of Planning and Budget maintains a standing offer to all state agencies of training and technical assistance in planning, budgeting, and performance accountability. Department of Economic Development staff have participated in recent Office of Planning and Budget training on the strategic planning, operational planning, and performance accountability requirenlents and guidelines of Act 1465 of 1997. In addition, we anticipate working with department executives and staff over the course of this fiscal year as they undertake strale,?ic plmming and continue improvements to their operational plans and performance indicators. 
Sincerely 
Stephen R. Winham State Director of Planning and Budget SRW/MAB 
c: Kevin P. Reilly, Sr. Secretary, Department of Economic Development OFFICE OF PLANNING AND BUDGET ~ P.O, BOX 94095 ~ STATE CAPITOL ANNEX ~ BATON ROUGE, LA 70804-9095 (504) 342-7005 ~ LINC 421-7005 ~ FAX (504) 342-7220 AN EQUAL OPPORIUNITY EMPLOYER 


